
ETH7620: CHRISTIAN ETHICS & THE STATE Daniel R. Heimbach
Southeastern Baptist Theological SeminaryLECTURE 1
Devotions/prayer: 2 Samuel 23:1-4

INTRODUCTION
Roll call

Introductions: “Why are you taking this course?”  “Why am I teaching this course?”

Handout, discuss syllabus

Discuss books

Stories from personal experience

         � Bush Administration policy on funding for abortion

         � AIDS immigration

         � Moral framework for the Persian Gulf War

         � Gays in the military

         � Woman in combat

         � Ethics training at the US Naval Academy

         � Value base in officer education in Russia—General Stolyarov

         � Religious liberty in Romania

         � NC law requiring abstinence based sex education

         � NCGOP platform 2001 & 2002 (homosexuality, marriage, family, cloning,        
women in combat)

         � Restricting “adult” entertainment in Wake Forest

         � Character education in Wake County public schools

         � Adultery in military discipline—Senate testimony



2 Samuel 23:1-4
These are the last words of David:1 

“The oracle of David son of Jesse, the oracle of
the man exalted by the Most High, the man
anointed by the God of Jacob, Israel’s singer of
songs:

“The Spirit of the LORD spoke through me;2 

his word was on my tongue. The God of3 

Israel spoke, the Rock of Israel said to me:

‘When one rules over men in righteous-
ness, when he rules in the fear of God,
he is like the light of morning, like the4 

brightness after rain that brings the grass
from the earth.’”

======

Note: These verses were given to President George H. W. Bush (Bush
the First) by his secretary, Patty Presock, for morning devotional
meditation, on recommendation by Daniel R. Heimbach



ETH7620: CHRISTIAN ETHICS & THE STATE Daniel R. Heimbach
Southeastern Baptist Theological Seminar

LECTURE 2

Prayer
VIEWS ON RELIGION AND POLITICS

Source: H. Richard Niebuhr, Christ and Culture, New York: Harper, 1951

I. The View Richard Niebuhr Identified as CHRIST AGAINST CULTURE

 A. The main idea is that religion (the Church) really is TOTALLY OPPOSED TO and should be
      kept TOTALLY SEPARATE FROM political life and political power

 B. Philosophically, this view is categorized as: Pessimistic Other-Worldly Idealism

         � It starts with thinking politics is either bad or irrelevant, and radical separation is ideal

         � Both ideas are treated in idealistic fashion (no qualifications, no variations, no compromise,
nothing less than perfection tolerated)

         � It reduces everything good to spiritual life beyond the material world and everything bad to
political life in the material world

 C. Associated ideas:

         � Politics corrupts all who get involved  

         � Christians should only concentrate on preaching the Gospel of spiritual salvation

         � Political life is hopelessly evil, and trying to improve politics is a waste of time

 D. Historic relevance:

         � During New Testament times, Essenes who lived in the Judean desert took this approach

         � In the early Church, Tertullian taught that Christians should have nothing to do with politics. He
said: “What has Jerusalem to do with Rome?”

         � Some early Anabaptists (led by Thomas Munzer) engaged in armed rebellion trying to create an
ideal Christian government and were soundly defeated

         � In reaction to this, subsequent Anabaptists (led by Meno Simons) turned away from thinking
Christians should be involved in political life
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 E. Contemporary relevance:

         � Anabaptist groups—including the Amish, Mennonites, Quakers, and Swiss Brethren—still
teach that Christians should stay completely out of politics

         � Contemporary advocates of this view include: Cal Thomas, and John McArthur

         � A growing number in the home-school movement are also taking this view

II. The View Richard Niebuhr Identified as CHRIST OF CULTURE

 A. The main idea is that religion (or the Church) really COMES UNDER and should SUBMIT
      TO and TAKE DIRECTIONS FROM political life and political power

 B. Philosophically, this view is categorized as: This-Worldly Realism, which in some cases
      evolves into This-Worldly Idealism

         � It justifies and promotes Christian accommodation to the non-Christian world

         � Accommodation is treated either as a duty or “the best we can do”

         � It reduces religion to nothing other than politics (so called “Christianity” is treated as nothing
other than having a self-made, man-centered political agenda) 

 C. Associated ideas:

         � Tension between the gospel and politics is not good and should minimized

         � Christians who oppose the world of politics risk becoming irrelevant

         � To keep Christianity relevant, the Christian message needs to change with the culture

         � All men are basically good—Christians need to learn from non-believers

         � Christians can best influence politics by focusing on the good believers share with unbelievers

 D. Historic relevance:

         � During New Testament times, the Sadducees and Herodians took this approach

         � Gnostic “Christians” took this approach in the 2  and 3  c, as did Peter Abelard in the 12  cnd rd th
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 E. Contemporary relevance:

         � This view is characteristic of liberal Protestants today

         � It is view of Hillary Clinton and Ted Kennedy

III. The View Richard Niebuhr Identified as CHRIST ABOVE CULTURE

 A. The main idea is that religion (or the Church) really should TAKE OVER and CONTROL
      political life and political power

 B. Philosophically, this view is categorized as: Optimistic Other-Worldly Idealism

         � It reduces politics to imposing religious ideals by force and denying freedom for anything else

         � This idea is treated in idealistic fashion (no qualifications, no compromises, nothing less than
perfection is allowed)

 C. Associated ideas:

         � Only people who know and love the one true God have moral or political rights—and there is
in fact no difference between a political and moral right (they are one and the same)

         � False religion and immorality have no rights (error should have no political protection)

         � Those closest to God should rule—all power (both religious and political) needs to be
centralized under the person closest to God (or who best represents God on earth)

         � The Church (or Christians) should take over political life and then use political power to
reconstruct all civil laws based directly on biblical text

 D. Historic relevance:

         � This was the view of the theocracy of ancient Israel

         � During New Testament times, the Zealots took this approach

         � It is the view taken by Catholics and Anglicans throughout most of their history; it shaped the
thinking of Thomas Aquinas, Pope Gregory the Great, and Henry VIII

         � This was the view of the Holy Roman Empire, of the crusades, and of Mohammad
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 E. Contemporary relevance:

         � It is held today by Theonomists (also called Christian Reconstructionists)

         � It is also held today by most of the Muslim world including Saudi Arabia and Osama bin Laden

IV. The View Richard Niebuhr Identified as CHRIST AND CULTURE IN PARADOX

 A. The main idea is that religion (or the Church) really should do nothing more that TOLERATE
      and COOPERATE WITH political life and political power

 B. Philosophically, this view is categorized as: Pessimistic Moral Realism

         � It is based on an attitude of magnanimous—but essentially passive—cooperation

         � It views politics in a realistic perspective (it does not expect politics to ever be ideal) but is
willing to cooperate with efforts heading the right direction however partial they happen to be

         � Politics is accepted where it agrees with religion (Christian moral values)

 C. Associated ideas:

         � Christians will never create a righteous world through politics

         � Christians should cooperate with government, not because we need it but because others (non-
Christians) do need it

         � Unsaved men and women need laws and government to ensure moral behavior, so Christians
need to support law and government to restrain the immorality of non-Christians

 D. Historic relevance:

         � It is the view put forward in Martin Luther’s “Two Kingdoms” theology

         � The Dutch theologian Herman Dooyeweerd and Dutch political philosopher and politician
Abraham Kuyper espoused a version of this view called “sphere sovereignty”
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 E. Contemporary relevance:

         � Most Lutherans hold this view today

         � Contemporary proponents include: Martin Marty and Charles Colson

V. The View Richard Niebuhr Identified as CHRIST THE TRANSFORMER OF CULTURE

 A. The main idea is that religion (or the Church) really should be ACTIVELY ENGAGE and
      WHERE POSSIBLE SEEK TO IMPROVE politics and political life

 B. Philosophically, this view is categorized as: Optimistic Moral Realism

         � It seeks moral influence with respect for religious freedom

         � It takes a realistic stance toward politics (no human institution is perfect in this life), but also
believes what is can always be made better (even if it will never be totally perfect)

         � Politics is shaped to religion (Christian moral values)

 C. Associated ideas:

         � Christians still have a sin nature that needs to be restrained by laws and government—laws and
government are needed by Christians and non-Christians alike

         � Christians should strive for good government in a fallen world—what exists can be better

         � Christians need to be salt and light in the world, and this includes moral influence in politics

 D. Historic relevance:

         � During New Testament times, the Pharisees took this approach

         � It is the view taken by Augustine and Calvin

 E. Contemporary relevance:

         � Reformed theologians including most Presbyterians and a great many Baptists take this view

         � Contemporary advocates include: James Dobson, Richard Land, Paige Patterson, Richard John
Neuhaus, Pat Robertson, and Jerry Falwell
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ETH7620: CHRISTIAN ETHICS & THE STATE Daniel R. Heimbach
Southeastern Baptist Theological Seminary

LECTURE 3

Prayer

BIBLICAL PERSPECTIVES ON GOVERNMENT

I. Political Background of the New Testament

 A. The Hasmoneans

  1. A century before Jesus, a Jewish revolt threw off Greek rule beginning a period of Jewish
      independence during which the nation was ruled by a dynasty of priest-kings called the
      Hasmoneans

         � This revolt was led by Judas, son of Matthais, who was also nicknamed “Maccabeus” which
meant “The Hammer”

         � Though Judas Maccabeus won independence with support from devout Jews, he made deals
that led to politicizing Jewish religious life

  2. The Hasmoneans recombined the offices of king and high priest—roles that God divided at
      Mount Sinai when he assigned political leadership to Moses and the priesthood to Aaron

  3. This recombining of kingship with the high priesthood also violated the divinely ordained
      succession of high priests descending from Aaron through Zadok (who was High Priest to
      King David)

  4. The Hasmonean priest-kings were characterized by worldly ambition, violence and luxury

         � The first Hasmonean priest-king was John Hyrcanus (134–104 B.C.)

         � He was succeeded in 104 B.C. by his extremely corrupt oldest son, Aristobulus (104–103
B.C.), who immediately imprisoned his mother (starving her to death), murdered one of his
brothers and imprisoned several others

         � Aristobulus was succeeded in 103 B.C. (just a year later) by an even more corrupt younger
brother named Alexander Jannaeus (103–76 B.C.), who married Salome Alexandra the
widowed wife of Aristobulus

         � Alexander Jannaeus, the 3  Hasmonean priest-king, restored the territory of Israel to aboutrd

what it had covered under David
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         � But Alexander Jannaeus did not respect the Mosaic law and once, while officiating as high
priest, devout Jews began throwing fruit. Alexander Jannaeus (as king) ordered soldiers to
attack these dissatisfied worshipers, and 6,000 were killed

         � At another time, Alexander Jannaeus had 800 men crucified, and as they hung on crosses he
had their wives and children brought out and slain before their eyes

         � When Alexander Jannaeus died in 76 B.C., he was succeeded as civil ruler by his wicked wife,
Salome Alexandra (76–67 B.C.) and, since the high priesthood could not go to a woman, it
was given to his (and Salome’s) oldest son, Hyrcanus II

         � When Salome Alexandra finally died in 67 B.C., civil war broke out between Hyrcanus II (the
high priest) and his younger brother, Aristobulus II, because they both wanted to succeed their
mother. But this inter-family war was interrupted when Rome conquered the region in 63 B.C.

 B. The Herod kings (Herod the Great and his sons) and the Herodians

  1. After Rome defeated the Hasmoneans, they delegated rule over the region to an ethnically
      related non-Jew named Antipater (63 B.C. to 43 B.C.)

  2. Antipater was an Idumean who had been governor of Idumea (just southeast of the Dead Sea)
      under the Hasmoneans. The Idumean capital was Petra (a city cut into rock cliffs) to which
      Obediah referred saying: “You who live in the clefts of the rock in your lofty dwelling, you
      who say in your heart, ‘Who will bring me down to the ground?’” (Ob 1:3)

  3. Antipater was a shrewd politician who survived the transition from Hasmonean to Roman
      rule, and, when the Romans put him in charge of the whole region, Antipater made Phasael
      (his first son) governor of Judea and Herod (his second son) governor of Galilee

  4. Idumia is Greek for Edom, meaning that Antipater and the Herods who succeeded him were
     Edomites (descendants of Esau). They were not Jews, but they were distantly related through Esau

  5. Antipater was murdered in 43 B.C. which led to 6 years of strife and political confusion

  6. During these 6 years of political uncertainty (43–37 B.C.) a number of dramatic events
      occurred:

         � Anthony (of Cleopatra) was made Commander of the East by the Roman Senate (42 B.C.)

         � Herod (as governor of Galilee) quickly formed a close relationship with Anthony, helping him to
suppress uprising in the region
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         � The Parthians invaded Palestine from the east forcing the Romans out

         � Phasael (Herod’s older brother) was captured and committed suicide in prison

         � Herod barely escaped with his family to Rome and then, in Rome, he and Anthony worked on
a strategy for restoring Rome rule over the region

  6. At the urging of Anthony, the Roman Senate (in 40 B.C.) made Herod their vassal KING (a
      promotion of status) over all Palestine (not just Galilee) though it was still under Parthian rule

  7. Herod then returned with Anthony and his legions, drove out the Parthians, and reestablished
      Roman rule over Palestine

  8. But, while Herod ruled (40–4 B.C.) by Roman power and authority, he was never accepted by
      the Jews as their legitimate king

         � Rome made Herod “King OVER the Jews,” but he was never accepted as “King OF the
Jews” (never accepted by the Jews as their legitimate king)

         � Here note how the phrasing used by the wisemen must have irritated Herod: “Where is he who
has been born king of the Jews?” (Mt 2:2)

  9. His entire reign (40–4 B.C.), Herod worked to earn acceptance by the Jews as their rightful
      king, but everything he did trying to earn a sense of legitimacy was a sham done for political
      reasons

         � He became known as Herod “the Great” because he built so many public works for the people

         � His greatest public work to earn Jewish acceptance was rebuilding the temple in Jerusalem

         � He even professed a very public “conversion” (only political and never genuine) to Judaism

10. While Herod “the Great” brought stability and cultural prestige to the Judea he was also very cruel

         � Like Aristobulus (the 2  Hasmonean priest-king), Herod also executed many family membersnd

including: his wife, three of his sons, his mother-in-law, his brother-in-law, and an uncle. It was
a contemporary joke to say: “It is safer to be Herod’s pig than to be Herod’s son”

         � And like Alexander Jannaeus (the 3  Hasmonean priest-king) he killed anyone he feared couldrd

challenge his legitimacy—including all male babies in Bethlehem under age 2 (Mt 2:16)
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11. When Herod “the Great” died, rule was divided between three of his many sons: Archelaus,
      Herod Antipas and Herod Philip II

12. Archelaus (4 B.C.–A.D. 6) ruled Judea, Idumea and Samaria, and Joseph was warned in a
      dream to stay clear of Archelaus when they returned from Egypt (Mt 2:22). At his death,
      political power in Judea was administered by a Roman governor or “procurator” named Pilate

13. Herod Philip II (4 B.C.–A.D. 34) ruled Iturea and Traconitis (see the attached map)

14. Herod Antipas (4 B.C.–A.D. 39) ruled Galilee and Perea (see the attached map)

         � Herod Antipas imprisoned John the Baptist for criticizing his taking his brother’s wife, Herodias,
(who also happened to be his niece)

         � He then beheaded John the Baptist to please Salome (daughter of Herodias by Herod Philip I,
brother of Herod Antipas). Note that Salome was named for Salome Alexandra

         � Herod Antipas was visiting Jerusalem during the trial of Jesus, and Pilate sent Jesus (a Galilean)
to Herod Antipas because Herod Antipas was the Roman ruler over Galilee (Lk 23:7-12)

         � It was Herod Antipas and his soldiers who mocked Jesus as “King OF the Jews” (Lk 23:11)

15. Civil rule over Palestine was again unified under Herod Agrippa I (A.D. 37–44), a son of
      Aristobulus (another son of Herod “the Great” who was never a king)

         � Herod Agrippa I killed the apostle James and would have killed Peter also, except that Peter
was rescued from prison at night by an angel (Acts 12:1-19)

         � And he was later struck down by an angel and eaten by worms (Acts 12:21-23) for accepting
acclaim from people who called him a god

16. After Herod Agrippa I died (A.D. 44), rule over Judea, Samaria, Galilee, Idumea, Perea) was
      given to Roman procurators. But Herod Agrippa’s son, Herod Agrippa II, was made king of
      Traconitis (a small area northeast of Galilee)

17. Herod Agrippa II’s sister, Drusilla, married Felix the Roman procurator of Judea, and
      Drusilla was with Felix when he heard Paul’s case at Caesarea (Acts 24:24)

18. Then Herod Agrippa II himself, with another sister, Bernice, heard Paul’s case when it was
      brought up again by the next Roman governor, Festus (Acts 25:30)
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19. The “Herodians” were an aristocratic class, both Jews and non-Jews, who were connected
      with the government of the Herod kings

         � The “Herodians” enjoyed privileges and power for supporting the Herod kings in various ways

         � The Pharisees conspired with the “Herodians” (people with close political ties to Herod
Agrippa as Governor of Galilee) in order to destroy Jesus, after Jesus angered them by healing
a man’s withered hand on the Sabbath (Mk 3:6)

         � “Herodians” later tried to trap Jesus (get him into political trouble) by trying to get him on
record as denying that Jews should pay Roman taxes (Mt 22:15-22; Mk12:13-17)
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LECTURE 3

Prayer

BIBLICAL PERSPECTIVES ON GOVERNMENT

I. Political Background of the New Testament

 A. The Hasmoneans

  1. A century before Jesus, a Jewish revolt threw off Greek rule beginning a period of Jewish
      independence during which the nation was ruled by a dynasty of priest-kings called the
      Hasmoneans

         � This revolt was led by Judas, son of Matthais, who was also nicknamed “Maccabeus” which
meant “The Hammer”

         � Though Judas Maccabeus won independence with support from devout Jews, he made deals
that led to politicizing Jewish religious life

  2. The Hasmoneans recombined the offices of king and high priest—roles that God divided at
      Mount Sinai when he assigned political leadership to Moses and the priesthood to Aaron

  3. This recombining of kingship with the high priesthood also violated the divinely ordained
      succession of high priests descending from Aaron through Zadok (who was High Priest to
      King David)

  4. The Hasmonean priest-kings were characterized by worldly ambition, violence and luxury

         � The first Hasmonean priest-king was John Hyrcanus (134–104 B.C.)

         � He was succeeded in 104 B.C. by his extremely corrupt oldest son, Aristobulus (104–103
B.C.), who immediately imprisoned his mother (starving her to death), murdered one of his
brothers and imprisoned several others

         � Aristobulus was succeeded in 103 B.C. (just a year later) by an even more corrupt younger
brother named Alexander Jannaeus (103–76 B.C.), who married Salome Alexandra the
widowed wife of Aristobulus

         � Alexander Jannaeus, the 3  Hasmonean priest-king, restored the territory of Israel to aboutrd

what it had covered under David
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         � But Alexander Jannaeus did not respect the Mosaic law and once, while officiating as high
priest, devout Jews began throwing fruit. Alexander Jannaeus (as king) ordered soldiers to
attack these dissatisfied worshipers, and 6,000 were killed

         � At another time, Alexander Jannaeus had 800 men crucified, and as they hung on crosses he
had their wives and children brought out and slain before their eyes

         � When Alexander Jannaeus died in 76 B.C., he was succeeded as civil ruler by his wicked wife,
Salome Alexandra (76–67 B.C.) and, since the high priesthood could not go to a woman, it
was given to his (and Salome’s) oldest son, Hyrcanus II

         � When Salome Alexandra finally died in 67 B.C., civil war broke out between Hyrcanus II (the
high priest) and his younger brother, Aristobulus II, because they both wanted to succeed their
mother. But this inter-family war was interrupted when Rome conquered the region in 63 B.C.

 B. The Herod kings (Herod the Great and his sons) and the Herodians

  1. After Rome defeated the Hasmoneans, they delegated rule over the region to an ethnically
      related non-Jew named Antipater (63 B.C. to 43 B.C.)

  2. Antipater was an Idumean who had been governor of Idumea (just southeast of the Dead Sea)
      under the Hasmoneans. The Idumean capital was Petra (a city cut into rock cliffs) to which
      Obediah referred saying: “You who live in the clefts of the rock in your lofty dwelling, you
      who say in your heart, ‘Who will bring me down to the ground?’” (Ob 1:3)

  3. Antipater was a shrewd politician who survived the transition from Hasmonean to Roman
      rule, and, when the Romans put him in charge of the whole region, Antipater made Phasael
      (his first son) governor of Judea and Herod (his second son) governor of Galilee

  4. Idumia is Greek for Edom, meaning that Antipater and the Herods who succeeded him were
     Edomites (descendants of Esau). They were not Jews, but they were distantly related through Esau

  5. Antipater was murdered in 43 B.C. which led to 6 years of strife and political confusion

  6. During these 6 years of political uncertainty (43–37 B.C.) a number of dramatic events
      occurred:

         � Anthony (of Cleopatra) was made Commander of the East by the Roman Senate (42 B.C.)

         � Herod (as governor of Galilee) quickly formed a close relationship with Anthony, helping him to
suppress uprising in the region
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         � The Parthians invaded Palestine from the east forcing the Romans out

         � Phasael (Herod’s older brother) was captured and committed suicide in prison

         � Herod barely escaped with his family to Rome and then, in Rome, he and Anthony worked on
a strategy for restoring Rome rule over the region

  6. At the urging of Anthony, the Roman Senate (in 40 B.C.) made Herod their vassal KING (a
      promotion of status) over all Palestine (not just Galilee) though it was still under Parthian rule

  7. Herod then returned with Anthony and his legions, drove out the Parthians, and reestablished
      Roman rule over Palestine

  8. But, while Herod ruled (40–4 B.C.) by Roman power and authority, he was never accepted by
      the Jews as their legitimate king

         � Rome made Herod “King OVER the Jews,” but he was never accepted as “King OF the
Jews” (never accepted by the Jews as their legitimate king)

         � Here note how the phrasing used by the wisemen must have irritated Herod: “Where is he who
has been born king of the Jews?” (Mt 2:2)

  9. His entire reign (40–4 B.C.), Herod worked to earn acceptance by the Jews as their rightful
      king, but everything he did trying to earn a sense of legitimacy was a sham done for political
      reasons

         � He became known as Herod “the Great” because he built so many public works for the people

         � His greatest public work to earn Jewish acceptance was rebuilding the temple in Jerusalem

         � He even professed a very public “conversion” (only political and never genuine) to Judaism

10. While Herod “the Great” brought stability and cultural prestige to the Judea he was also very cruel

         � Like Aristobulus (the 2  Hasmonean priest-king), Herod also executed many family membersnd

including: his wife, three of his sons, his mother-in-law, his brother-in-law, and an uncle. It was
a contemporary joke to say: “It is safer to be Herod’s pig than to be Herod’s son”

         � And like Alexander Jannaeus (the 3  Hasmonean priest-king) he killed anyone he feared couldrd

challenge his legitimacy—including all male babies in Bethlehem under age 2 (Mt 2:16)
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11. When Herod “the Great” died, rule was divided between three of his many sons: Archelaus,
      Herod Antipas and Herod Philip II

12. Archelaus (4 B.C.–A.D. 6) ruled Judea, Idumea and Samaria, and Joseph was warned in a
      dream to stay clear of Archelaus when they returned from Egypt (Mt 2:22). At his death,
      political power in Judea was administered by a Roman governor or “procurator” named Pilate

13. Herod Philip II (4 B.C.–A.D. 34) ruled Iturea and Traconitis (see the attached map)

14. Herod Antipas (4 B.C.–A.D. 39) ruled Galilee and Perea (see the attached map)

         � Herod Antipas imprisoned John the Baptist for criticizing his taking his brother’s wife, Herodias,
(who also happened to be his niece)

         � He then beheaded John the Baptist to please Salome (daughter of Herodias by Herod Philip I,
brother of Herod Antipas). Note that Salome was named for Salome Alexandra

         � Herod Antipas was visiting Jerusalem during the trial of Jesus, and Pilate sent Jesus (a Galilean)
to Herod Antipas because Herod Antipas was the Roman ruler over Galilee (Lk 23:7-12)

         � It was Herod Antipas and his soldiers who mocked Jesus as “King OF the Jews” (Lk 23:11)

15. Civil rule over Palestine was again unified under Herod Agrippa I (A.D. 37–44), a son of
      Aristobulus (another son of Herod “the Great” who was never a king)

         � Herod Agrippa I killed the apostle James and would have killed Peter also, except that Peter
was rescued from prison at night by an angel (Acts 12:1-19)

         � And he was later struck down by an angel and eaten by worms (Acts 12:21-23) for accepting
acclaim from people who called him a god

16. After Herod Agrippa I died (A.D. 44), rule over Judea, Samaria, Galilee, Idumea, Perea) was
      given to Roman procurators. But Herod Agrippa’s son, Herod Agrippa II, was made king of
      Traconitis (a small area northeast of Galilee)

17. Herod Agrippa II’s sister, Drusilla, married Felix the Roman procurator of Judea, and
      Drusilla was with Felix when he heard Paul’s case at Caesarea (Acts 24:24)

18. Then Herod Agrippa II himself, with another sister, Bernice, heard Paul’s case when it was
      brought up again by the next Roman governor, Festus (Acts 25:30)
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19. The “Herodians” were an aristocratic class, both Jews and non-Jews, who were connected
      with the government of the Herod kings

         � The “Herodians” enjoyed privileges and power for supporting the Herod kings in various ways

         � The Pharisees conspired with the “Herodians” (people with close political ties to Herod
Agrippa as Governor of Galilee) in order to destroy Jesus, after Jesus angered them by healing
a man’s withered hand on the Sabbath (Mk 3:6)

         � “Herodians” later tried to trap Jesus (get him into political trouble) by trying to get him on
record as denying that Jews should pay Roman taxes (Mt 22:15-22; Mk12:13-17)
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ETH7620: CHRISTIAN ETHICS & THE STATE Daniel R. Heimbach
Southeastern Baptist Theological SeminaryLECTURE 4
Prayer

BIBLICAL PERSPECTIVES ON GOVERNMENT

I. Political Background of the New Testament (cont)

 C. Sadducees. Fit H. R. Niebuhr’s “Christ of culture”  

  1. The Sadducees were an economically privileged
      political party made up of aristocratic Jews who
      arose under Hasmonean rule

        • Because they supported political take over of
Jewish religious life by the Hasmonean priest/
kings the Sadducees enjoyed high positions that
combined priestly appointments with political
power

        • As a result, they became a wealthy, aristocratic class used to controlling positions of
leadership in public life

  2. To legitimize a sense entitlement to the civil power that came with religious appointments
      under the Hasmoneans (and later under the Romans), the Sadducees claimed to be
      descendants of Zadok who was high priest during the reign of King David

        • But their Zadokite claim was dubious and never fully accepted

        • If they had been legitimate heirs to the high priesthood, they would have challenged the
claim of the Hasmonean high priests who were not Zadokite

        • More likely their claim to Zadokite lineage was a ploy to blunt public criticism of their
privileges

  3. In politics as in religion (and these usually were combined), the Sadducees characteristically
      followed a policy of accommodation and collaboration

  4. If conflict arose between politics and religion, the Sadducees compromised in favor of
      politics—they would rather forsake religious principle than lose political privilege and
      economic advantage
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  5. During Jesus’ life the Sadducees were the majority (ruling) party in the Sanhedrin

  6. To retain their place of privilege and limited political power, the Sadducees were willing to
      function as puppet authorities for the Romans (and to do so at all costs) 

Remember the reason the leaders of the Sanhedrin decided to do away with Jesus?
Caiaphas, who was high priest that year, announced to the assembly: “If we let him go on
like this . . . the Romans will come and take away our place [their privileged position] and
our nation [their limited degree of self-government].” (Jn 11:48) Caiaphas could not have
been high priest and presiding member of the Sanhedrin without being a Sadducee

  7. By their control of the temple, the Sadducees made a considerable profit by first mandating
      that only special temple currency could used to buy items needed for temple worship
      activities, and then by boosting the currency exchange rate when pilgrims complied with their
      mandate

This explains why “the chief priests and teachers of the law . . . began looking for a way   
to kill him” after Jesus drove the money changers out of the temple (Mk 11:18)

 D. Pharisees. Fit H. R. Niebuhr’s “Christ the transformer
      of culture”  

  1. The Pharisees were pious Jews who reacted against
      Hasmonean corruption but had stayed engaged with
      public life (religious & political)

  2. Their vigorous political activity was so strong it even-
      tually provoked civil war during the intertestamental
      period when Israel was ruled by the Hasmonean
      priest/kings

  3. Strong political opposition from the Pharisees led to a political compromise in which the
      Pharisees were guaranteed seats in the Sanhedrin as a minority political party

  4. As members of the Sanhedrin, the Pharisees sought to influence political leadership with
      their emphasis on the importance of staying true to God’s law

  5. The Pharisees stayed on as a minority party in the Sanhedrin after the Hasmoneans were
      defeated and Palestine became part of the Roman empire
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  6. During the life and ministry of Jesus, the Pharisee party was a force for moral reform working
      within the political system—trying to correct violations of God’s law wherever possible, but
      enduring accommodations where change was not possible

  7. Although Jesus rebuked some Pharisees for hypocrisy and corrected some who were
      minimizing their application of moral standards, he did not oppose their commitment to
      moral reform, nor did he question their approach to political engagement

  8. In fact, many Pharisees welcomed Jesus and accepted his message, including some leaders of
      the Pharisee party who had seats on the Sanhedrin. Nicodemus, Joseph of Arimathea and
      Gamaliel were leading Pharisees with seats in the Sanhedrin, who also responded to Jesus
      favorably
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ETH7620: CHRISTIAN ETHICS & THE STATE Daniel R. Heimbach
Southeastern Baptist Theological SeminaryLECTURE 5
Prayer

BIBLICAL PERSPECTIVES ON GOVERNMENT (continued)
I. Political Background of the New Testament (cont)

 E. Essenes of Qumran. Fit H. R. Niebuhr’s “Christ against
     culture” 

  1. The Essenes were pious Jews who protested Hasmon-
      ean presumption of religious titles and authority and
      their worldly ways

  2. They withdrew from public life and created their own 
      religiously “pure” community in the desert

  3. Their strategy was be separated from corrupt leadership while waiting for God to vindicate
      the “Sons of Light”

  4. The Essenes outlasted the Hasmoneans, but then
      remained in the desert because the moral corrup-
      tion of religious life and of the temple that resulted
      from controlling the high priesthood through poli-
      tical patronage appointment was no better under
      the Herod kings and their pagan Roman masters
      than it had been under the Hasmoneans

  5. During the life and ministry of Jesus, the Essenes
      were still in the desert of Judea, and they remained
      a renewal movement characterized by separatism
      —their withdrawal from the corruption of public
      life in Jerusalem

  6. Although we have no direct evidence, some
      scholars think John the Baptist may have had
      some connection to the Essenes because he
      lived in the same desert region, proclaimed a
      similar message, and approached the corrup-
      tion of public life in much the same way
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 F. Zealots. Fit H. R. Niebuhr’s “Christ above culture”

  1. The Zealots started as a group of Pharisees who could not
      accept the rule of God’s people by pagan Romans

  2. Historians are not sure exactly when the movement began, but it
      likely started in A.D. 6 when Judas the Galilean led a Jewish
      revolt against Roman rule that was sparked by refusing to pay
      taxes to Caesar

        • This is the revolt mentioned by Gamaliel (a Pharisee) when he rose to defend the apostles
before the Sanhedrin after they were arrested following Jesus death and resurrection
(Acts 5:37)

  3. The Zealots criticized other Jews (especially other members of the Pharisee party who chose
      accommodation over confrontation) as “cowards for consenting to pay tribute to Rome and
      tolerating mortal masters, after having God for their lord”

  4. According to the Zealots, paying tribute to pagan rulers was treason to God—Israel’s only
      true king

  5. They pursued a theocratic vision: God is only true ruler, and only Godly people are qualified
      to rule over God’s people

  6. Throughout the earthly life of Jesus, the Zealot party was actively working to restore Jewish
      independence under the leadership of a true Jewish king. For this they were constantly trying
      to incite a war of rebellion to throw off pagan Roman rule just like the Maccabees had done
      one hundred years earlier when they succeeded in throwing off submission to pagan Greek
      rulers

  7. At least one of the twelve apostles had been active in the Zealot movement before Jesus
      called him to be a disciple and there may have been a second as well

   a. “Simon the Zealot” is specifically identified as one who had been involved with the Zealot
       movement (Mt 10:4)

   b. Some believe Judas Iscariot may also have been a Zealot, and if so this could explain why
       Judas became so frustrated with Jesus’ failure to act on his claim to the throne of David after
       his wildly popular triumphal entry to Jerusalem
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  8. Barabbas, the prisoner Pilate released in place of Jesus, was very likely a member and
      perhaps even a leader in the Zealot movement. Barabbas was in prison for leading a violent
      “insurrection” against Roman rule (Mk 15:7, also Lk 23:19 and Jn 18:40)

  9. Zealot efforts finally led to a violent revolution that resulted in (1) complete destruction of
      the temple, (2) the end of the temple sacrifice and worship system, (3) mass suicide at
      Massada, and (4) loss of the land for nineteen centuries
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ETH7620: CHRISTIAN ETHICS & THE STATE Daniel R. Heimbach
Southeastern Baptist Theological Seminary

LECTURE 6
Prayer
BIBLICAL PERSPECTIVES ON GOVERNMENT (continued)

II. The Life and Teaching of Jesus in Relation to Civil Government

 A. Jesus’ political posture
  1. Jesus appears announcing that “the kingdom of God is at hand”

  2. But his posture reveals a profound paradox (a seeming contradiction):

   a. Kingdom of God was not announced as a political program dependent on human political
       decisions

   b. But neither was it ever meant to be limited to a secret sovereignty of souls

  3. The coming sovereignty announced by Jesus demanded repentance, and so also submis-
      sion to his governing authority of:

   a. Cities—Chorazin, Bethsaida (Mt 11:20-24);

   b. Entire generations (Mt 12:38-42); and

   c. Nations (Mt 25:32); as well as

   d. Individuals

  4. Jesus shows that God’s reign is not merely political, but it certainly includes political rule

  5. But, even though God’s kingdom has authority over political life, Jesus’ announcement of
      kingdom rule did not presume (yet) to enforce submission and compliance of the recalci-
      trant (those who oppose, or who do not willing accept God’s authority in their lives)
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  6. Jesus announced and confirmed that he was the Messiah
   a. All knew this involved true title to the throne of David, and even title to a predicted
       universal kingdom (Messiah means “Heir Apparent”)

   b. The prophets had made clear that the Messiah had a political mission to fulfill

   c. Indeed, the political part of the Messiah’s mission was a focus of public attention and a
       subject of popular discussion

   d. The common man in Israel was conscious of the Messianic prophesies and was eagerly
       awaiting their fulfillment

   e. This shows how significant it was for the blind man Bartimaeus to call out to Jesus using
       the kingly title “Son of David” (Mk 10:47) as Jesus was about to start his triumphal entry
       to Jerusalem

  7. Jesus accepted as accurate the title “King of the Jews” (Pilate: Mt 27:11) or “King of
      Israel” (Nathaniel: Jn 1:49-50; also Triumphal Entry crowd: Jn 12:13)
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  8. Nevertheless, Jesus refused to take political action beyond claiming the title:

   a. He withdrew when supporters tried to organize an effort to “come and make him king”
       (Jn 6:15)

   b. He stopped short of taking political power after the Triumphal Entry when the public was
       so wildly behind him that the leaders of the Sanhedrin were afraid to confront him in a
       public place anywhere in Jerusalem

   c. When Jesus entered Jerusalem with the entire Passover crowd thronging the city pro-
       claiming that he was indeed the promised Jewish Messiah who was there to claim the
       Throne of David, political power and kingship was actually his to take (handed to him by
       the people)

   d. But then Jesus did not take what was handed to him (he did not act on it) other than to
       cleanse the temple. So that some who had been following Jesus with hearts set on
       political independence (perhaps Judas) were terribly disappointed with what looked to
       them like an absolutely irresponsible waste of the perfect opportunity

   e. He refused to pursue actions expected of “one who wants to become a public figure”
       because “the right time for me has not yet come”

  9. Jesus was aware he had been given “all authority in heaven and on earth” and possessed it
      fully and immediately (not as something in the future). But . . . he refused to use force to
      challenge or defend himself against existing civil authorities (Gethsemane arrest, Mt 26:
      47-54)

10. His enforcement of political aspects of the kingdom of God (the judgment of kings) is
      future; it will begin when human history ends (Rev 19:11-21)
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ETH7620: CHRISTIAN ETHICS & THE STATE Daniel R. Heimbach
Southeastern Baptist Theological Seminary

LECTURE 7

Prayer
BIBLICAL PERSPECTIVES ON GOVERNMENT (continued)
II. The Life and Teaching of Jesus in Relation to Civil Government (continued)

 B. Jesus’ teaching on the state

  1. He accepted, without question, the civil institutions of law and justice by which society is
      disciplined and crime restrained or punished

  2. Jesus accepted the right of the state—even pagan rulers—to legislate, levy taxes and to
      enforce compliance (Mt 22:21)

  3. But he explained to Pilate that God is the true source of political authority (Greek: “exousian”),
      so those who exercise such authority will be held morally accountable to God for their actions
      (John 19:11)

  4. Though he stopped a grassroots political movement to make him king (Jn 6:15), and though
      he repeatedly urged people who knew he was Messiah not to publicize the fact (he was
      continually skirting the danger of precipitating a political uprising), still, he expected clashes
      between the public dimensions of the kingdom of God and the political kingdoms of this
      world and taught his followers to be prepared to die rather than compromise their principles
      or allow the state to preempt the primacy of their allegiance to God

   a. When warned that Herod Antipas want to kill him, Jesus responded in a way that made it
       very clear he could not be intimidated by such threats. Jesus called the king a “fox” and said
       he would not moderate his teaching and conduct in order to avoid the possibility of political
       aggravation and danger (Lk 13:31-33)
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   b. He warned followers to be on guard against men in positions of political authority (Mt
       10:16-18)

“Watch out for the yeast of the Pharisees and that of Herod” (Mk 8:15)

   c. He expected some would die at the hands of the state because of their faithfulness to God 
       (Mk 8:34-38)

   d. Finally, he himself chose to die rather than compromise his mission by limiting it to what
       those with political power could approve or accept

  5. Jesus offered few positive directions on political matters, but he did clearly reject the political
      approach pursued by the Zealots:

   a. He did not counsel resistance to impressed labor mandated by the Romans. Rather he
       advised the opposite: volunteering to “go an extra mile” (Mt 5:41)

   b. He advised paying taxes to Caesar (a pagan ruler), but to do so in addition to fulfilling all
       obligations we owe to God (Mt 22:15-22)

   c. When urged by his disciples to use deadly force against people who opposed him (i.e., they
       were urging him to respond as a Jewish Zealot would suggest), Jesus refused (Lk 9:54-56)

  6. But although Jesus clearly rejected the political approach taken by the Zealots, there is no
      record that he ever condemned their motives. In fact, Jesus seems to have expressed some
      appreciation for their zeal and sincerity because:

   a. He called at least one, and perhaps two, men who were (or had been) involved with the
       Zealots to become disciples
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   b. It is very likely Jesus was referring to the treatment of a Zealot group when he told critical
       listeners that the Galileans whose blood Pilate mixed with their sacrifices were not worse
       sinners than others because of the terrible way in which they died (Lk 13:1-3). These were
       probably Zealots (most were from Galilee) who had staged some kind of demonstration at
       the temple that threatened an uprising against Roman rule

  7. He said nothing directly about war per se, but did affirm the state’s need to rely on a
      responsible use of deadly force:

   a. He recommended the kind of prudence demonstrated by a king who calculates the
       probability of success before he leads his army into battle (Lk 14:31-32)

   b. He commended the faith of a Roman centurion (Lk 7:9) without condemning his profession

QUESTIONS FOR CLASS DISCUSSION

  1. How should we compare the way Jesus related to government in the New Testament to the 5
      classifications H. Richard Niebuhr identifies in his book, Christ and Culture, for ways the
      Church has related to public life over the centuries:

Christ against culture?
The Christ of culture?
Christ above culture?
Christ and culture in paradox?
Christ the transformer of culture?

  2. Do you see any parallels in the political background to the New Testament and what you see
      happening today?

  3. Should the way Jesus related to civil government while he was on earth be a model for us
      today? Or, do you think Jesus was in such unique circumstances (because he is God and we
      are not, and because he was sent to fulfil an unrepeatable mission) that we cannot treat this
      part of his life as a fixed ideal to be followed by all people for all time?

  4. If there is anything unique to the way Jesus related to government, does that uniqueness mean
      Christians should either be more involved or less involved with civil government than Jesus
      was in his day? Or, do you think the question might be making invalid assumptions?
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ETH7620: CHRISTIAN ETHICS & THE STATE Daniel R. Heimbach
Southeastern Baptist Theological SeminaryLECTURE 8
Prayer

BIBLICAL PERSPECTIVES ON GOVERNMENT

III. The Life and Teaching of Paul in Relation to Civil Government (Romans 13:1-7;
      1 Timothy 2:1-5)

 A. Political background
  1. There had been recent trouble between believers and unbelievers within the Jewish
      community. Roman government had intervened

  2. The Roman historian, Suetonius, says Emperor Claudius (A.D. 41-54) expelled all Jews from
      Rome about A.D. 50 because of rioting over a man named Chrestus (Christ)

  3. Jewish Christians were probably attacked (like Acts)

   a. Civil authorities did not take the trouble to sort out blame for tensions arising between what
       they took to be different Jewish sects

   b. Violence had been unfairly instigated by non-believing Jews. But, the Romans had then
       expelled all Jews without any distinction

  4. Aquila & Priscilla, a leading couple in the Roman church (Rom 16:3-5) were among those
      forced to leave (Acts 18:1-2)

  5. Later, all Jews (believers & unbelievers in Jesus were again treated alike) were allowed to
      return when Nero became Emperor in A.D. 54

 B. Lingering Questions. In view of the fact that Christians were being treated unfairly by pagan
     Roman rulers, then . . .

  1. Question 1: What is the right attitude for Christians to have toward civil government
      controlled by unbelievers?

   a. Does allegiance to Christ rule out allegiance to pagan authorities?

   b. Should Christians obey non-Christians?
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   c. Should God’s people submit to the judgment of unbelievers?

  2. Question 2: What are the political implications of confessing that “Jesus is Lord”?

   a. With Jesus as Lord, is it a Christian’s duty to stay completely independent of pagan civil
       authority?

   b. Does regeneration mean believers are so changed we no longer need civil government?

 C. What Paul teaches—Christian acceptance of human government
  1. He is dealing with limited issues. His main points are:

   a. That Christians can and must accept, obey, and respect civil government, whether political
       rulers are Christian or not

   b. That Christians should not to seek to live independent of civil authority

  2. But, we must realize that Paul is not presenting a full theory of government

   a. He only mentions general duties and responsibilities of the state

   b. He does not discuss the limits of human authority

   c. He does not address how to respond when civil government directly opposes God (See
       Acts 4:19)

   d. He does not address what Christians should do if rulers are unjust. That is, he does not
       address prophetic criticism (see Amos for prophetic criticism)

   e. He does not address Christian responsibility in a democracy where governing authority
       resides in the people

  3. Christians are charged (in Rom 13:1-7) to:

   a. To submit to the governing authorities (v. 1)

    (1) Requires willing acceptance, not grudging resignation

    (2) Requires intentional action, not just passive compliance
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   b. To not rebel (v. 2)

   c. To do good to win the approval of authorities (v. 3)

   d. To pay taxes (vv. 6-7)

    (1) Even non-believing and corrupt rulers (Nero) have a divine warrant to collect taxes for the
          purpose of running a full time government (v. 6)

    (2) Christians have a divine moral obligation to pay taxes even to a pagan government

   e. To give all that is expected of a good citizen (v. 7). This includes:

    (1) “Revenue”—rendering outward compliance (but this is not necessarily willing)

    (2) “Respect”—having an inner attitude of acceptance (but this only covers the required
          minimum)

    (3) “Honor”—having an attitude of acceptance that includes going beyond the required
          minimum to promoting the best interests of those in authority

   f. Be law-abiding citizens not only . . .

    (1) Because of likely human consequences

         � Negative consequences: to avoid punishment (v. 3; v. 5)

         � Positive consequences: to win public approval (v.3)

      but also . . . 

    (2) For the sake of Christian moral conscience (v. 5)

         � We should obey willingly, not grudgingly
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ETH7620: CHRISTIAN ETHICS & THE STATE Daniel R. Heimbach
Southeastern Baptist Theological Seminary

LECTURE 9

Prayer

BIBLICAL PERSPECTIVES ON GOVERNMENT (cont)
III. The Life and Teaching of Paul (cont)
 C. What Paul teaches (cont)

  4. Paul explains that Christian conscience requires submitting even to pagan rulers because
      (Romans 13:1-7):

   a. There is no civil authority except from God (v. 1)

    (1) This goes beyond social contract

    (2) It means no man has any right to exercise civil authority over others apart from God

    (3) Jesus told Pilate: “You could have no power at all against me unless it were given to you
          from above” (Jn 19:11)

   b. The authorities that exist have been established by God (v. 1)

    (1) The statement is comprehensive (all authorities whether God-fearing or not)

    (2) It means that all civil government (regardless of form) is a divine institution

    (3) Therefore, the moral obligation to submit comes from the divine authority which underlies
          the existence of governing institutions:

       (a) Does not come from the merit (good or bad) of the human authority itself

       (b) Does not come from consent of the governed

       (c) Consent of the governed promotes stability, but does not create the moral obligation to
             obey

       (d) So Calvin held that human laws cannot lay moral scruples on the conscience merely
             because they are laws 

       (e) It means that legality does not create morality
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   c. This also means that a person in civil authority:

    (1) Is God’s servant to do good (v. 4)

    (2) Is an agent of God’s wrath to punish wrongdoing (v. 4)

       (a) Civil punishment is part of the action God takes against wrong doing

       (b) Submission to authority is based on official station, not on personal merit

   d. It also means that rebelling against existing governing authority is rebellion against something
       God has appointed (v. 2)

    (1) This is true even if rebelling against heathen rulers

    (2) This is true even if rebelling is against unjust rulers

    (3) Rebellion refers to some sort of active effort to overthrow the existing government

    (4) And there are consequences. Paul explains that those who rebel bring judgment on them-
          selves that is moral (from God) as well as legal (from human authorities)

 D. Putting Paul’s teaching on government into context

  1. It is not meant to require a totally uncritical acceptance of human government

  2. What Paul says in Romans 13:1-7 and 1 Timothy 2:1-5 has to be viewed in the total context
       of Paul’s ministry and teaching

  3. Paul understood:

   a. That civil government by human beings is only temporary
       Christians look for a day when Christ will destroy all “dominion, authority, and power” and
        hand over the kingdom of the world to God the Father (1 Cor 15:24)

    (1) Our ultimate allegiance is to the kingdom of God

    (2) While we await Christ’s return, this places moral and spiritual (but not political) limitations on
          allegiances to human authorities
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    (3) But Christ will assume universal political (with moral and spiritual) rule at the close of history

   b. Civil government by human beings can be disastrously wrong

    (1) Because none of the rulers of the present age understood the wisdom of God, they crucified
          the Lord of glory (1 Cor 2:8)

   c. That civil government by human beings is an unreliable source justice

    (1) Paul frequently suffered at the hands of misguided or unjust human civil authorities

    (2) He placed his hope of justice on the power and purposes of God, not on the state
          (Phil 1:12, 20)

   d. That the authority of human beings in positions of civil government is limited by the higher
       authority of God’s rule over all things

    (1) Paul’s preaching led to charges of creating conflict with Roman law (Acts 16:21; 17:7)

    (2) He chose martyrdom rather than obey Roman law when it demanded worship of the emperor
          (Nero)

    (3) Taught that the Christian’s ultimate/true citizenship is in heaven (Phil 3:20)

 E. Duties and responsibilities of good government (Rom 13:1-7 and 1 Tim 2:1-5)

      Note: Paul finally does address specific duties and responsibilities of good government, but he
      does not recommend any specific form of government. These are duties and responsibilities of
      ALL GOVERNMENT no matter what form it may take

  1. Underlying assumptions in God’s revelation through Paul:

      Politics has a transcendent frame of reference. God provides the ultimate point of reference
      for understanding the meaning of all human existence. This alone is adequate to provide the
      transcendent frame of reference from which we are to understand the role and responsibilities
      of government

      Human government has a fixed moral purpose. Political life has an established moral purpose
      —it is not arbitrary—and this fixed purpose must be understood within a perspective which
      views human history as something meaningful and significant
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         � The moral purpose of government can (and should) be recognized by men in political
authority, but morality is not determined by them or other human group acting on their own
authority

         � The purpose and meaning of civil government transcends the struggle for power

         � The moral purpose of government endures regardless of how well any particular
government fulfills its purpose

         � So, the purpose of government is not simply the result of preferences held by those who
happen to be in power

         � The purpose of government is not subject to change, or reinterpretation, when a new
person or new political group, comes to power; it does not change even when an entire
political system is replaced with another
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BIBLICAL PERSPECTIVES ON GOVERNMENT (cont)
III. The Life and Teaching of Paul (cont)
 E. Duties and responsibilities of good government (cont)

  2. Specific principles of good government found in Romans 13:1-7

   a. Human governing authority is derived authority. Human authority is not autonomous, nor it
       is ultimate. Rather it is derived authority established by God (v.1)

         � This is true for any government, even for democracies (v.1)

         � Wise government must never forget that claims to deserve respect and obedience are based on
derived moral legitimacy

         � The aura of morally legitimate power (or majesty) derives from the enduring authority of God

        (1) God’s authority not only establishes the general concept of civil government

        (2) It continues to stand behind (and above) all the institutions of human government that
              exist

   b. Human government should be effective. Good government has a responsibility to govern
       effectively

         � Expected to regulate the external affairs of life so that certain goals are achieved

         � Servants are expected to serve well, else they are useless servants, and human rulers are
servants of God as well as servants of the people

   c. Human government should restrain evil. Good government must be about the business of
       restraining evil (v. 3). This means that good human government:

         � First, must be able to discern evil

         � Second, must be willing to oppose evil

         � Third, must have sufficient courage to confront evil
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         � Fourth, must take actions necessary to succeed

         � Fifth, must have fortitude to remain opposed

   d. Human government should (to some degree) promote the positive achievement good. Good
       government must be about the business of seeing that right doing is recognized and
       commended (v. 3) and that the good of society is served (v. 4)

   e. Human government is given responsible use of deadly force. Good government is expected
       to need and to use deadly force in order to achieve its purposes

         � It does not “bear the sword for nothing” (v. 4)

         � Human governing authorities do not simply make suggestions

         � God assumes that the threatened or actual use of deadly force is necessary to enforce standards
in a fallen world

   f. Human government should not be distracted by impossible dreams of utopia

         � It is assumed (vv.1, 4) government will be needed as an agent of justice throughout history

         � It is assumed the work of government (restraining evil, promoting good) is a perennial
(enduring) need

         � This excludes the possibility of creating a utopian society on earth—social perfection is not a
real possibility because political authorities will never (in human history) ever be released from
their God-given responsibility to restrain evil and promote good

   g. Human government should uphold retributive justice. Good government is expected to
       pursue retributive justice

         � It must be an agent of wrath to punish the wrongdoer (v. 4)

         � It must ensure that evil does not succeed

         � It must treat persons as responsible moral agents
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   h. Human government has a right to support through taxation. Good government has a
       morally legitimate right to raise taxes (v.6). This means:

         � That taxation is not inherently evil

         � That taxation is not banditry with a bigger gun

  3. Principles of good government from 1 Timothy 2:1-5

   a. Human government should promote conditions of peace (v.2)

   b. Human government should promote conditions under which the Church can fulfill its moral
       (cultural) and spiritual (evangelistic) mandates (vv.2-4)
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BIBLICAL PERSPECTIVES ON GOVERNMENT (cont)
III. The Life and Teaching of Paul (cont)

 F. Problems arising from Romans 13:1-7

      Note: Differences of interpretation on this passage have had a major  impact on the history of
                the Church and the role it has played in the development of Western Civilization

  1. Question 1: What is meant by the statement that all authorities that exist have been established
      by God (v.1)? Does the mere fact of existence mean that God has established a government?
      Are tyrants established by God?

   a. Augustine. Held that every human government, no matter how bad, is a governing authority
      established by God

   b. Aquinas. Held that laws contrary to morality are not real laws. Immoral laws really are not
       laws. The same applies men claiming to be rulers. A ruler who becomes a tyrant can become
       so evil one may question whether such a man may still claim to be a governing authority
       established by God

   c. Thomas Munzer. Assumed that only a Christian government can truly be established by God

   d. Calvin/Luther. Both affirmed (like Augustine) that, because every governing office is
       established by God and continues always to be worthy of respect as such, this means every
       governing office must be honored no matter how bad the behavior of individual office
       holders may be

  2. Question 2: Must Christian uncritically obey every demand of government? Does the
      prohibition against rebellion permit criticism? Does it permit civil disobedience? Must
      Christians obey unjust rulers? Can Christians ever support rebellion?

   a. Augustine. Held that Christians can never take part in efforts to destroy or replace an existing
       government. He said:

         � That God gives people the rulers they deserve

         � That Christians should only disobey laws directly contrary to God
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         � That bad government is better than no government

   b. Aquinas. Held that Christians can oppose governing authorities under certain conditions.
       He also held:

         � That Christians are not obligated to obey or even to recognize the existence of laws
contrary to morality

         � That criticizing existing government is appropriate and even necessary, because the
legitimacy of government depends on its morality

         � That assassinating a tyrant is permitted if it will achieve more good than evil

   c. Luther/Calvin. Both held that moral criticism is allowed, but rebellion is not allowed. Both
       said that:

         � Commoners (those ruled) are never permitted to resist governing authorities set over them

         � Civil disobedience is only allowed where a human ruler demands something contrary to
God’s law

         � Lower magistrates (government officials) have a proper duty to resist and correct any evil
done or demanded by higher magistrates (government officials in positions over them)

   d. Bonhoffer. Held that Christians in general may never rebel, but under extreme circumstances
       unique actions may be taken by individuals that are contrary to the general rule. He said that:

         � Even Hitler’s Germany was “established” by God 

         � There is never any exception to Christian obligated to respect and obey all existing
government

         � But he held that if a tyrant is perpetrating massive evil (like Hitler exterminating innocent
Jews), individual Christians must “disobey” Romans 13:1-2 (must violate what the text
requires) and place hope in God’s mercy to sort out the moral contradiction

   e. Hodge. Held that civil disobedience is permitted, but rebellion is not. He said:

         � That there is no limit to the object of Christian obligation to obey human government. And
therefore all rulers, no matter how bad, must be respected and obeyed
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         � But that there is a limit to the extent of Christian obligation to obey

         � And so Christians not obligated to obey when a ruler goes beyond the extent of his God-
given ruling authority (when a ruler or government is sinning)

  3. Question 3. Are we obligated to “honor” even tyrants?

      Calvin said:

         � Obligation to honor a human ruler comes from obligation to esteem the governing office
held by a ruler because that governing office is “bestowed by God” not from the individual

         � Obligation to honor a human ruler is part of a Christian’s duty to honor and obey God

         � That even the most wicked human ruler is due the same reverence and esteem—“so far as
the public office is concerned”—as the best of kings

 G. Influences the interpretation of Romans 13:1-7 has had on history

  1. Emperor Constantine, in the early 4  century, believed that this passage gave him authority toth

      dictate Church affairs

  2. Augustine, in the late 4  century, held that this passage gave Christians confidence in the futureth

      when civil government was collapsing. He taught that while Christians must respect even the
      worst human governments, the life of the Church (and of society) is not dependent on the state

  3. Pope Gregory the Great, in the 7  century, believed this passage gave the Pope, as God’s viceth

      regent on earth, authority to “establish” the state. So in what was called the Holy Roman

      Empire all human rulers (all emperors and kings) were accountable to the Pope

  4. Martin Luther, in the 16  century, held that this passage showed that human rulers haveth

      legitimate authority independent of the Pope (the opposite view to that held by Gregory the
      Great). So, therefore, he concluded, Christians have no need for human government although
      Christians should cooperate with civil authorities for the sake of unbelieving neighbors. This
      line of thinking led to development of independent nation states

  5. John Calvin, in the 16  century, used this passage to emphasize the Lordship of Christ overth

      all human government. He believed the passage shows that human government has a divinely
      established moral mandate it is always obligated to fulfill. This thinking led to a rise in moral
      criticism of existing governments throughout Europe and eventually inspired the vision of
      moral government which led to the American Revolution
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  6. Thomas Munzer, in the 16  century, believed this passage meant that true Christians shouldth

      never be ruled by unbelievers. This thinking led a bloody peasant rebellion and much
      suspicion and prejudice against “baptists” even in the New World

  7. King Henry VIII, believed this passage gave him authority to declare independence from the
      Pope, to establish a “Church of England” under his own direct authority from God, to claim
      authority to rule the Church as well as the state in England, and to be responsible himself (as
      supreme ruler under God) for the moral life of his subjects

  8. The American Revolution, in the late 18  century. Some colonialists did not support theth

      revolution because they believed this passage prohibited rejecting the ruling authority of the
      British crown. And others believed this passage justified participating in civil revolution on
      grounds that what they were doing was not a “rebellion” of the common citizenry, but was
      (per Calvin’s understanding) a revolution of governing authority led by lower magistrates
      doing their duty to oppose an evil ruler

QUESTIONS FOR CLASS DISCUSSION

  1. Considering Romans 13:2, do you think all rebellion against civil government is always
      rebellion against God? Is it ever morally permissible for Christians to participate in a
      movement to replace an existing government where doing so goes against existing law and
      opposes the will of those hold governing authority in the present system?

  2. Do you think our own American Revolution violated Romans 13:2? Why or why not?

  3. If you think Christians who participated in the American Revolution did not violate Romans
      13:2, then (just as a matter of theory) do you think conditions could ever arise in the future
      under which Christians in the United States could again participate in political revolution
      without violating Romans 13:2?

  4. If you say no, what makes you think Christians in the United States can never again revolt
      without violating Romans 13:2, even though you think it was not a violation at the time of
      the American Revolution?

  5. If you say yes, what threshold conditions do you think might have to be met for Christians in
      the United States to again participate in political revolution without violating Romans 13:2?
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MODELS OF CHURCH-STATE INTERACTION 

I. Introduction

  1. The nature of church-state interaction has been an issue throughout Church history

  2. The spectrum has ranged from complete identification to radical separation

  3. In American history, church-state interaction has gone from very near the “identification
      pole” (as in the Massachusetts Bay Colony) to very near the “radical separation pole” (as
      promoted by Americans United for the Separation of Church and State and the Baptist Joint
      Committee)

  4. The greatest tension and conflict usually arises when government is very near one extreme or
      the other (not when government is more or less in the middle)

  5. The only exception to this is when God is actually governing society himself (as in the
      theocracy of Israel) and most of the population is actually faithful to his rule (as in the early
      generations of Israel)

  6. But when a significant faction arises that does not accept or follow the same religious order,
      or a significant number of non-believers moves into the same region, then tremendous
      tensions arise for a government at either extreme

  7. Church-state issues were hotly contested in colonial America when the colonial governments
      were very close to completely identifying church and state

  8. Church-state issues were hardly mentioned at all from the beginning of the United States of
      America until the middle of the 20  centuryth

  9. But today church-state issues are again extremely volatile because American law and
      government is getting very close to radical separation of church and state
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  A. The Davidic Model:

                                                                                      GOD

                                                                                                      PROPHET KING PRIEST

                                                                          
  THE PEOPLE OF GOD
 (& RESIDENT ALIENS)

      Historic Examples of the Davidic Model:

        1. Theocracy of Israel

        2. Theonomists (some)

        3. Radical Islam
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 B. The Constantinian Model:

                                                                            GOD

                                                                          STATE

                                                                        CHURCH

                                                                                         BELIEVERS UNBELIEVERS

      Historic Examples of the Constantinian Model:

        1. Emperor Constantine

        2. King Henry VIII & English monarchy ever since

        3. Moderate Islam
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 C. The Catholic Model:

                                                 GOD

                                                                                                  CHURCH STATE

                                                                                        BELIEVERS UNBELIEVERS

      Historic Examples of the Catholic Model:

        1. The Holy Roman Empire

        2. Pope Gregory the Great

        3. Thomas Munzer

        4. The Massachusetts Bay Colony
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MODELS OF CHURCH-STATE INTERACTION (cont)
I. Introduction (cont)

 D. The Anabaptist Model: (after Thomas Munzer)

                                                                                                                                             GOD

                                                                                      CHURCH STATE

                                                                                      BELIEVERS UNBELIEVERS

      Historic Examples of the Anabaptist Model:

        1. The Mennonites

        2. The Amish

        3. Cal Thomas

        4. Americans United for the Separation of Church and State

        5. James Dunn and the Baptist Joint Committee
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 E. The Lutheran Model:

                                                                                 GOD

                                                                                                  CHURCH STATE

                                                                    (not really     necessary)

                                                                                      BELIEVERS UNBELIEVERS
                                                                      (to set an example)

      Historic Examples of the Lutheran Model:

        1. Two kingdoms of Martin Luther

        2. Martin Marty

        3. Chuck Colson (in his book, Kingdoms in Conflict)
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 F. The Reformed Model:

                                                                                  GOD

                                                                       (moral advice and
                                                                       prophetic criticism)
                                                                                                CHURCH STATE

                                                                                     BELIEVERS UNBELIEVERS
                                                                        (moral influence)

      Historic Examples of the Reformed Model:

        1. Calvin’s Geneva

        2. The Puritans

        3. Most of the American colonies

        4. 1776–1950 USA

        5. Francis Schaeffer, Harold O. J. Brown, James Dobson, James Skillen, Os Guinness, Richard
John Neuhaus, Pat Robertson, the Christian Coalition, the Traditional Values Coalition, the
Family Research Council, the American Center for Law and Justice (ACLJ)

        6. Richard Land, Will Dodson, and the SBC Ethics and Religious Liberty Commission (ERLC)
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 G. The Triumphant Secularist Model:

                                                                               STATE

                                                                                GOD

                                      CHURCH

                                                                                    BELIEVERS UNBELIEVERS

      Historic Examples of the Triumphant Secularist Model:

        1. The French Revolution

        2. Communist countries like the former USSR & Cuba

        3. The direction the USA is heading today

        4. The American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU)
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THEOLOGICAL PRINCIPLES ON GOD & GOVERNMENT
[from the Reformed Tradition]

      Introduction

         � There has been a wide range of views on this subject among Christians

         � But within the Reformed theological tradition several clear principles are widely agreed upon

 A. The Bible is the final and authority for all areas of life, including politics and

      government

         � The Bible reveals moral norms that apply to politics and government

         � But the Bible does not address all political matters and does not provide a single ideal form of
human government

         � The Bible does include moral principles that characterize good government and should be used
to guide responsible political activity

 B. All morality (including morality in politics) comes from God, not from men

         � Moral authority is transcendent, universal, fixed and objective

         � Moral authority is not mundane, cultural, changing or subjective

         � The legal authority of government comes from men through a political system (consent of the
governed)

         �  But the moral authority of government is not based on human preferences or choice

         � The moral legitimacy of government comes from God no matter what the political system

         � No government has moral authority to govern immorally
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 C. Human nature is fallen and we cannot perfect ourselves by any means 

         � Character can be improved (to a degree) through discipline & accountability

         � Character is ultimately reformed only through spiritual transformation accomplished by God

         � Government can hold people accountable for behavior, but cannot transform them

         � No human being on earth, however good, can be trusted with unrestrained power

 D. Salvation (reconciliation with God resulting in moral/spiritual transformation) cannot

      be achieved through politics

         � Human government is able to restrain evil actions, but it cannot eradicate all social evil because
it cannot eradicate all evil from the heart of man

         � Social justice (for which human government is responsible) is not a means of salvation

 E. The moral purpose of human government is to uphold justice

         � Good government rewards good and punishes evil

         � Bad government (whether wicked or incompetent) does not

         � Good government at least allows (and may even enable) the church to spread the gospel of
Jesus Christ

         � But spreading the gospel of Jesus Christ is a mission assigned the church, not the government

         � Upholding a just social order includes:

(1) maintaining civil order

(2) providing civil defense

(3) punishing civil law breakers; and

(4) making sure that other social institutions—like marriage, family, education,
      work, economics—are free to operate withing their assigned spheres ( free to
      serve the purposes of God)
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 F. Christians have both a moral/cultural mandate as well as a spiritual/evangelistic

      mandate to pursue in this world

         � The Christian spiritual (evangelistic) mandate applies only to their role as members of the church

         � But the Christian moral (cultural) mandate applies to their role as members of society—as
citizens, politicians, or government officials—as well as to their role as members of the church

         � Christian obligation in this life is not limited only to helping individuals commit the spiritual
dimension of their lives to Christ

         � Jesus Christ is Lord over the whole earth, and over all dimensions of life

         � God’s ruling authority is not confined only to the institutional church, but embraces all of life

         � Christians called by God to honor, obey and glorify him in every dimension of life

         � Christ died, not merely to reconcile individual souls, but to restore the whole creation

         � Redemption involves individuals, but also the goal of reconciling the entire world to the Lord

         � Christians should work to transform cultural and political activities
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THEOLOGICAL PRINCIPLES ON GOD & GOVERNMENT (continued)

 G. All human government is under the moral rule of Jesus Christ
         � Political life is not autonomous (is not based on human preferences) but is subject to

transcendent norms

         � Jesus is Lord of the universe

         � So, his authority transcends all earthly rulers

         � So, governments are not autonomous

         � And, governments have only limited authority

         � So, if government claims unlimited authority, or disobeys God, it exceeds its mandate

         � Also means all political authority ultimately stems from God (not from the consent of the
governed)

         � So, governments are servants (not lords), and exist to enhance the lives of their citizens, not
to dominate them

         � And, civil officials are God’s servants who should rule wisely and justly

         � This also means biblical moral standards are relevant to all areas of life, including politics

 H. All human freedom on earth is under God and responsible to God
         � Freedom (from men) to be accountable to God (religious liberty) is a right (or gift; or duty)

endowed by God that cannot be annulled by any human government or law

         � Responsible freedom (freedom to be accountable to God) makes nations strong

         � Autonomous freedom (freedom with no accountability at all) makes nations weak
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         � All men have a God-given (endowed) right to responsible freedom

         � No one has a right to morally autonomous freedom

 I. Society cannot (and never will) be perfected by human effort through politics
         � Ideals of social justice can be used to set a course (set a direction) for social reform

         � But no social ideal can ever be fully realized through human political effort

         � A perfect social order can only be achieved only by God

         � And a perfect social order will never be realized until Jesus Christ returns at the end of
history

         � Impossible social ideals do not justify getting rid of the best social order that can be
achieved under real circumstances

         � Trying to realize a perfect social order on human terms through politics inevitably results in
tyranny and oppression

 J. All Christians, not just a select few, are responsible to have a moral influence on     politics
         � There is no essential (inherently necessary) conflict between citizenship in heaven and

citizenship on earth

         � All Christians are responsible to God for being good citizens in political matters on earth

 K. Politics and religion are inseparable, because religion and morality are inseparable
         � There is no morality that is not based on religion (a worldview)

         � Excluding religion from politics is to exclude morality from politics

         � All law rests on moral conviction (beliefs about right and wrong, good and evil, just and
unjust)

         � All law reflects a conception of good life, of the nature of community, of human rights and
of the duties and responsibilities of those governing and of those governed
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         � All politicians (as do all people) function on the basis of a worldview—of fundamental,
underlying convictions about what is real, what is true, what is valuable, and what is right

         � Christians must therefore challenge competing presuppositions of moral order (competing
worldviews)

         � Christians must defend presuppositions of true moral order that determine how people
perceive and practice of the common good

         � Christians should (as they are able) also promote an accurate understanding of

                R  The legitimate role and duties of responsible government,

       R  What constitutes good law, and

       R What limits the proper role, authority, and functions of political power
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THE CRISIS OF MORAL AUTHORITY IN AMERICA

Source: Os Guinness. The American Hour: A Time of Reckoning and the Once and Future
Role of Faith. New York: Free Press, 1993

 A. What Is at Stake: Survival of the Public Square
  1. Survival of common life in America. The question is whether and how a common life in the
      United States can be sustained

  2. At stake is whether we can maintain a sense of common legitimacy that includes:

   a. General agreement on common goals

   b. General respect for governing authority

  3. Ability to sustain a common life requires two things:

   a. General agreement on essential elements of the common good

   b. General acceptance of efforts to achieve the common good

  4. This, in turn, can only be achieved by a shared vision of purpose and meaning that transcends
      institutions of government

  5. But vision, purpose and meaning transcending government is gained only by general belief in a
      source of moral authority that transcends (or is perceived to transcend) human political authority

  6. And accepting (believing in) transcendent moral over political authority is a matter of religious faith

  7. So, sustaining common life is ultimately a matter of having enough shared faith to sustain acceptance
      and respect for institutions serving the common good

  8. Richard John Neuhaus coined a term, the naked public square, that describes the crisis of
      crumbling moral foundations on which the institutions of public life in America depend. (See:
      Richard John Neuhaus, The Naked Public Square, Eerdmans, 1984). This term is now commonly
      used in writing on the relation of Church & State, or of Religion & Politics
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  9. Outline of the Guinness analysis in The American Hour:

     Overall Subject — America is facing a crisis of cultural authority
                    Which really is a crisis of moral authority
                   Which really is a crisis of faith

               Part One — Weakening faiths led to a crisis for American of national identity
               Part Two — War between weakening faiths has led to a crisis in American public philosophy
             Part Three — Now America has to address a crisis of republican character, and there are

four possible futures each determined by a different view (or approach) to the
role of faith in American public life

 B. Weakening Faiths: The Crisis of American National Identity

  1. The 1950s: The “Golden” Fifties

   a. General observations

    (1) The present crisis of cultural authority began in the 1950s

    (2) Although a time of stability, the 50s also nurtured seeds of future social revolution

     (3) They were the “build-up years” to the cultural explosion that took place in the 1960s

     (4) Today many perceive the 50s to have been a time when traditional American values were still
           intact—the 50s are viewed through a lense of cultural nostalgia

     (5) But in the 50s much of what seemed stable and traditional was really rather unreliable and
           contrary to earlier tradition

   b. Reasons for appearing stable and traditional

    (1) There was a strong sense of social stability

       � In the 40s still a rural, small town nation; less than half lived in cities over 10,000

       � By the end of the 50s two-thirds of the American population had moved into one of the large
metropolitan centers—they were living in cities but still had small town values

       � Explosion of TV beginning, but few had TVs (not yet a big part of life)
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    (2) There was a strong sense of moral legitimacy

       � Commitment to public institutions still self consciously rooted in the Christian worldview

       � Families, the public school system, and the legal system were not only strong but also viewed as
being worthy, right and good

       � America was “God’s country,” “pot” was a utensil used for cooking, and “gay” meant cheerful

       � Moral faith in American society was inspired by popular patriotism and religious revival

(i)  Patriotism was inspired by winning WWII and start of the Cold War

(ii) There was also a revived interest in religion after WWII—it was a time of numerical growth
      for all religious communities

       � “Under God” added to the Pledge of Allegiance

       � The National Prayer Breakfast movement was inaugurated

    (3) There was an extraordinary sense of economic prosperity

       � The 50s were years of material affluence, that came after years of depression and war

       � Mass unemployment virtually disappeared

       � In just ten years, the total number of houses in America grew by 50 percent!!!!

       � A great demand for material goods, leisure and entertainment was unleashed after years of
privation, restraint, and delayed gratification while Americans were fighting a world war

   c. Seeds of social revolution that were sown in the 1950s

    (1) There was institutional racism

       � There was much racial discrimination throughout the South even though it was considered part
of the “Bible Belt”

       � Leftovers of slavery remained
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    (2) There was much moral hollowness

       � Students in college said they were “content,” but 40% admitted they cheating frequently and did
so without feeling it was wrong

       � Motherhood was something praised, but suburban housewives were becoming restless

       � The ease of material wealth undermined the virtues of sharing, patience and self-sacrifice

       � Material values became more important that spiritual values

       � The traditional American ethic of self-discipline gave way to an ethic of self-indulgence

    (3) The renewed popularity of religious life was shallow and insincere

       � For many, religion was more cultural than spiritual

       � The popularity of religion was more a national mood than actual theological conviction

       � Religious distinctions blended into general sense of civil piety

       � What was affirmed was more a matter of feeling good and being well thought of than it was a
confession of faith and conviction

       � Religion was reduced to an exercise of weekly “psychiatry”

  2. The 1960s: The Seismic Sixties

   a. General observations

       � There was a sharp break from the 1950s to the 1960s—a seismic shift took place in American
social history

       � The 1960s were a crucial turning point because: (1) there was a collapse of the ideological
consensus of the 1950s; and (2) there was a shaking of the foundations of the traditional
American cultural/moral consensus

       � America entered the 60s a post-Protestant society—it left the 60s a post-Christian society
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   b. Why social revolution erupted in the 1960s

    (1) New realities collided with liberal illusions at the height of their strength and influence

       � The 1960s counter-cultural movement was actually reacting to liberalism, not conservatism

       � Social argument in the 1960s all swirled around liberal policies (war on poverty, war on racism,
war on materialism, war on oppression)

       � The radicals of the 1960s were not rebellious conservatives, but rather were liberals hardened
in battle with other liberals

    (2) Post-WWII expectations, that became swollen in the 50s, burst out in the 60s wrecking
          havoc in both domestic and international relations

    (3) New international power, unprecedented prosperity, shallowness of materialism, the selfishness
          of national self interest, weakening commitment to traditional morality, heightened by new aware-
          ness of economic disparities in the third world made possible by new communication technolo-
          gies, the threat of global destruction by the new weapons of atomic warfare all combined to
          place an intolerable burden on traditional perception of American identity, purpose and moral
          legitimacy

   c. Negative consequences resulting from the 1960s social revolution

    (1) The American sense of social stability severely shaken

    (2) The American sense of moral legitimacy was virtually destroyed

   d. Some positive consequences resulting from the 1960s social revolution

    (1) Moral opposition grew toward: mindless materialism, hypocritical moralism, intellectual
          inconsistency, racial bigotry, poverty, militarism, and environmental pollution

    (2) Movements were begun to improve: racial civil rights, the political equality of women,
          environmental responsibility
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THE CRISIS OF MORAL AUTHORITY IN AMERICA (cont)
 B. Weakening Faiths (cont)

  3. The 1970s: The Second-Thoughts Seventies

   a. General observations

       � Some have thought this period bland, uneventful

       � Yet, the hinge decade between the militant liberalism of the sixties and the militant conservatism
of the eighties

       � A time to rethink the explosive sixties attack on traditional American culture and morality

       � A sense that the pendulum of change had swung too far

   b. Who won the counterculture or traditional America?

    (1) The counter-cultural revolution looked like a failure

       � Former hippies became Wall Street executives

       � Tom Hayden became a politician

       � Jane Fonda began selling fitness exercise videos

       � Fred Barnes went from being a hippie-revolutionary (he was a member of the SDS at
Georgetown University) to being a conservative political writer

    (2) But America was also profoundly changed

       � Free sex, drugs, anti-bigness, and tendency to politicize issues had taken root

       � Also: greater influence of romanticism—priority of individual freedom, self expression,
devaluation of commitments and long term responsibility, intolerance of the routine and ordinary
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    (3) Hippiedom and student protest subsided, but some of the deepest values of modernity had
         entered the bloodstream of the American mainstream

       � Rejection of transcendent moral authority

       � Devaluation and privatization of faith

       � Devaluation of the family

       � Individual freedom without responsibility

       � Sexual restraint considered repressive and sexual license a natural right

   c. More shaking of traditional foundations that seemed to be so secure in the 1950s

    (1) There was finally, a shaking of American economic power

       � The sixties had shaken America’s sense of (1) social stability, and (2) moral legitimacy

       � But the OPEC oil crisis in 1973 finally shook America’s sense of unlimited economic prosperity

       � The economic crisis brought a chill wind of realism to the sixties rejection of institutional
structures and the celebration of indulgence and self gratification for all

    (2) And there was a dramatic new shaking of the American sense of moral legitimacy

       � Besides the oil crisis, 1973 also brought the Watergate political scandal

       � 1973 also brought the Roe v. Wade decision that legalized abortion and excluded unborn
babies from the definition of persons protected by the Constitution

       � Religious conservatives who were stunned but silent in the 60s were shocked into action

       � Became clear no one was going to rally “the great silent majority” in defense of “traditional
values” unless traditionally nonpolitical, conservative Christians left their commitment to
separatism and became active in public life

       � Religious separatism was found deficient because:

 (a) It was based on shrunken piety—believers are discouraged from integrating their faith with
                   the whole of their lives
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 (b) It was based on assuming there will always be a general consensus on moral values
                   sustaining the institutions of government and the law

 (c) It was based on thinking the First Amendment means something completely different than
       intended by the Founding Fathers

    (3) But the cultural crisis was viewed as a crisis of liberalism, not conservatism

  4. The 1980s: The Empty Eighties (I think “empty” is too strong but “shallow” is justified)

   a. General observations

       � The eighties were another highly activist decade like the sixties

       � The decade saw the rise of a conservative counterrevolution

       � This came from “movement conservatives” trying to create a new national elite

       � Their goal was to reverse sixties liberalism in the economy, in international affairs, and in social
programs, and to reduce or eliminate bloated bureaucracies in government

       � Their deeper goals were: (1) to renew regard for the sustaining role of faith in American life
(President Reagan); and (2) to counter and stop the crisis of cultural and moral authority itself

   b. Positive results achieved during the 1980s

    (1) Won the Cold War

       � Communism proved bankrupt worldwide

       � Democracies breakout all over the world

    (2) Renewed pride in America

       � Renewed confidence in our ability to lick problems

       � Renewed confidence in the goodness of our way of life
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    (3) Re-energized economy

       � Longest peacetime expansion of the economy in American history

       � Inflation cut to an absolute minimum

    (4) Government reduced in size

   c. But new problems arose as well

    (1) Federal debt nearly tripled 1980 to 1988 (Democrats controlled spending during Reagan years)

    (2) In 1985, American became debtor nation for first time

    (3) Increased production came at the cost of longer working hours—not increased productivity was
          not produced by greater efficiency but rather at the cost of less time for family activities or
          volunteer community service

    (4) Americans deepened their commitment to an ethic of self gratification and profligacy—forsook
          saving, spent lavishly on themselves, and more than tripled their credit card debt

    (5) Many Americans began losing a sense of obligation or responsibility for the future and replaced it
          with an attitude of “Now-Nowism” (a term coined by Richard Darman, Director of the Office of
          Management and Budget in the George H. W. Bush Administration)

    (6) Senior leaders of Wall Street and leading financial firms were caught engaging in insider trading
          and those who were caught expressed little or no sense of wrongdoing (they only expressed
          regret for miscalculating)

   d. Efforts to restore and strengthen the moral order of society proved too narrow

    (1) The importance of sexual morality to public life was stressed, but greed was ignored and in some
          ways encouraged

    (2) The value of prayer in public schools was reaffirmed, but the values of honesty and self-restraint
          were allowed to atrophy

    (3) So, whereas the 1960s showed the inadequacy of relying on faithless, morally truncated liberalism
          (political idealism), the 1980s highlighted the inadequacy of relying on a morally narrow conserva-
          tism (or realism)
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  5. For Guinness, This Left the 1990s As “the showdown years of the crisis of cultural authority”

   a. As he was dying in 1991, Lee Atwater said:

The ‘80s were about acquiring—acquiring wealth, power, prestige. I know. I acquired more
wealth, power, and prestige than most. But you can acquire all you want and still feel empty.    
. . . It took a deadly illness to put me eye to eye with that truth, but it is a truth that the country,
caught up in its ruthless ambitions and moral decay, can learn on my dime. I don’t know who
will lead us through the ‘90s, but they must be made to speak to this spiritual vacuum at the
heart of American society, this tumor of the soul

   b. Lee Atwater was:

         � President George H. W. Bush’s original campaign chairman

         � After Bush (the elder) was elected, Atwater became chairman of the Republican Party

         � Because he enjoyed bluegrass music and southern BBQ, Atwater started what became the Red
Hot and Blue restaurant chain

         � Atwater died in his 40s of a brain tumor—lived an aggressive self centered life and became a
Christian as he lay dying
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THE CRISIS OF MORAL AUTHORITY IN AMERICA (cont)

 C.  Warring Faiths: The Crisis of American Public Philosophy

  1. The Current State of the Union

   a. The 1  part of America’s time of moral testing has to do with a crisis of national identityst

         � What does it mean to be American, and does it really matter? 

         � What fundamental ideals and commitments unite the diversity of national origins?

         � What overarching goals and visions unite our past with the present and our present with our
future?

   b. But a 2  and (deeper) part of America’s time of moral testing is a crisis of public philosophynd

         � By what understanding should faiths (worldviews, value-systems, non-negotiable moral
commitments) relate to each other in the public square?

         � How do we build and maintain a vital vision of our common life that has direction and purpose,
not processes and procedures?

         � How can we keep the mounting diversity in America from destroying our common life?

         � How do we renew a constructive view of religion and public life?

   c. Public life in America has turned into a moral/cultural battle ground

         � No longer simply settling differences of approach to meet commonly agreed needs, or working
out the competition between regional interests

             — Managed economy v. free market

             — Government programs v. privatization

             — City water v. agricultural irrigation
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         � We are now troubled by competition between diametrically opposed moralities:

             — Protecting traditional marriage and family v. attacking traditional marriage and family

             — Teaching there are consequences for actions v. separating actions from consequences

             — Protecting innocent human life v. destroying innocent human life that interferes with
       life-style

             — Punishing sexual promiscuity v. affirming, protecting and maximizing sexual options

             — Rewarding hard work v. guaranteeing material rewards regardless of work

             — Rewarding personal responsibility v. same results regardless of personal responsibility

             — Protecting free speech v. punishing disapproved speech

             — Protecting freedom of religion v. protecting freedom from religion

         � All sides perceive there is a “profound struggle for the heart, soul, and future of America”

         � This intense competition tends to “politicize” every aspect of life

         � Raises the stakes for even the smallest details

             — Whether to allow the Ten Commandments can be displayed in a school or court room?

 — What words are allowed in the Inaugural Prayer?

 — What words are allowed in the Pledge of Allegiance?

             — Who pays for the electricity if students use a public building for religious activity?

             — How (or even if) to celebrate Christmas?

             — What clothing with religious implications is allowed in public places?

 — Whether to even teach that Americans were ever motivated by religion?

 — Whether the motto on U.S. currency (money) should be allowed?

 — Whether the Boy Scouts should be treated as a charitable organization?
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  2. Hard Questions for Secularists: “Questions for the Fourth Faith”

   a. Are secularists prepared to be candid and consistent in putting both secularism in general and
       secular humanism in particular on the table along with modern society’s many faith, world
       views, and life stances?

         � Has to do with candor and consistency in the way issues of religious liberty are handled

         � Secularists were very open about the religious nature of their world view, now they hide it

         � The real question is not whether secular humanism is a religion, but whether it is the only religion
not subject to the First Amendment

   b. Are secularists as self-critical as they profess about their own means and ends in pursuit of
       religious liberty and in particular about their use of the doctrine of “strict separationism”?

         � Has to do with consistency in the way secularists promote application of their preferred theory
of constitutional interpretation

         � No religion allowed to rely on the state for funding of special privileges—each required to
survive by its own resources

         � Secularists want others to survive on their own while demanding funding and special privileges
for themselves

         � Secularists also promote “strict separation” going beyond funding and privileges to include no
mention, no influence, no symbols, no activity, no standards, no value judgment with any
relation to religion in the public square—except their own secularist faith system

         � Would have to admit (with Christian activists) that “strict separation” of all faith and worldview
commitments from public life:

           (1) Is, in fact, impossible; and

           (2) Would be disastrous if, in fact, achieved

              — No moral accountability

              — No moral vision or purpose

              — No value judgments of any kind
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THE CRISIS OF MORAL AUTHORITY IN AMERICA (cont)
 B. Warring Faiths: The Crisis of Public Philosophy (cont)
  2. Hard Questions for Secularists (cont)

   c. Are secularists as committed to common civility as they are to preaching ideals of a civil
       society?

         � Has to do with glaring deficiencies that mar the secularist stand on religion in public life

         � Secularists while promoting the ideals of a civil society, fail to support the free expression of
religious views by non-secularists in the public square

         � Secularists, while demanding civility and respect for all sorts of diversity, fail to respect and
are often downright hostile toward people of traditional religious faith

         � Efforts to regulate and enforce respect for others turns civility into “political correctness,”
tolerance into mandatory acceptance, freedom of speech into the stifling of debate, and the
freedom to maintain differing values into coercion to believe an approved party line

   d. Are secularists aware of how much they too rely on stereotyping and simplistic categories
       and how inconsistent many of their objections are to the influence of religion on public policy?

         � Has to do with the type of arguments secularists use in their efforts to influence public policy

         � Have built-up “fundamentalism” as a stereotypical weapon to generate fear of any vestige of
faith in public life

         � While welcoming the public impact of liberal religion, they attack conservative Christians for
seeking to “impose” their views on others

         � Ignore the plain fact that almost all civil law is enacted morality (except where the morality
enacted is their own)
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  3. Hard Questions for Evangelical Activists: “Questions for the First Faith”

       — Christian forays into the public square risks shaming the gospel with sin and failure

       — Mistakes invite people to think: “If you represent Jesus Christ, then I’m done with the
Bible”

   a. Are evangelical activists unreservedly committed, not only to their own interests and ideals,
       but also to a common vision of the common good?

         � Concerns our ability to work with non-Christians for the common good and accepting
parameters of democratic governance able to accommodate people of diverse faiths

         � Evangelicals can come across as simply another special interest group, focused narrowly on
their own good and uninterested in the good of all

         � In American politics, evangelicals have done little to offer a unifying vision for national life,
but rather have focused on a growing list of things (behaviors, etc.) we are against

   b. Are evangelical activists truly committed to religious liberty for all or only for themselves?

         � Has to do with an historic ambivalence characteristic of Protestants in America

         � Most Puritan Protestants came from Europe to find freedom to establish an “ideal”
Christian community that could be a “City on a Hill” for the rest of the world

         � Created tension between liberty for the “saints” and liberty for “strangers”

            — Demonstrated in the dispute between Cotton Mather and Roger Williams

            — Protestant “evangelicals” resisted granting others rights they demanded for themselves

         � This historic tension appears again in the logic of establishing a “Christian America”

   c. Do evangelical activists fully appreciate the problems created by talk of restoring the past?

         � Has to do with the wisdom of proposing a simple return to the past

         � Good impulses, but cannot be blind to failures and weaknesses of the past:

            — Racism, nativism

            — Religious oppression, anti-Catholic violence
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         � Must speak humbly, and self-critically of the past

         � Must distinguish past good worth recovering and from evils that should not be repeated

   d. Are evangelical activists opposed to the pluralism of democratic society, or are they simply
       opposed to certain possible side effects, such as relativism?

         � Has to do with public blunders, and self-defeating efforts caused by tendency to confuse
pluralism with relativism

         � Equating pluralism and relativism muddies the clear thinking needed to combat the real
problem

         � What’s the difference?

            — Pluralism is a social fact; relativism is a philosophical conclusion

            — Pluralism is a cultural and political fact created by a union of people of many particular
     faiths, each of which is held to be distinctive and important—not relative and private

         � Pluralism may be the last, best hope for the preservation religious liberty and traditional
values

   e. Can evangelical activists be self-critical about the relationship of their ends and means?

         � Has to do with the need to maintain consistency between the morality of objectives and the
integrity of the means used to achieve those objectives

         � Much opposition to the political activity of newly aroused fundamentalism is more to an
objectionable style of public engagement than rejection of the substance

   f. Can evangelical activists participate enterprisingly in public life or are they determined to play
       the role of victim and to portray themselves as a persecuted minority in need of special rights,
       concessions and entitlements guaranteed by the state?

         � Charles Colson: “the 1980’s Moral Majority has become the 1990’s persecuted minority”

            — Really the Moral Majority turned into the Christian Coalition

            — The Christian Coalition dissolved as evangelicals entered the GOP mainstream
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         � Must avoid relying on the politics of victimization and resentment

            — Always politically and psychologically dangerous

            — That is the approach of taken by homosexuals, abortionists, pornographers, etc.

            — A terrible witness

        � Is Christ weak?

        � Is God glorified if we trust pagans for justice?

            — Should avoid even at the cost of suffering injustice

         � The politics of victimization does not follow the example of Christ, and is not faithful to
Christ
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THEONOMY

Source: Gary Scott Smith, ed., God and Politics: Four Views on the Reformation of CivilGovernment (Phillipsburg, New Jersey: Presbyterian Publishing Company, 1989)

Opening Comments:

         � Four approaches to the interaction of God (of the Bible) and politics

                    � Theonomy
                    � National Confessionalism
                    � Christian America
                    � Principled Pluralism

         � All take a high view scripture

         � All combine views on religion & politics with models of church & state

                    � Theonomy combines “religion over politics” with the “Davidic model”
                    � National Confessionalism, Christian America, and Principled Pluralism are all combine

“religion engaging politics” with the “reformed model”

         � Each approach involves both aspects (i.e., they combine a view on politics & religion with a
model of church & state)

         � All come out of the Reformed theological tradition on law and government

         � All believe that Christians must work to reform government

         � But these four approaches do not represent all Christian positions

                    � They do not cover the minimalist approach (religion tolerating politics)

                    � They do not cover the separatist approach (religion against politics)

                    � They do not cover the reductionist approach (religion of politics)

                    � That is, they do not include the Constantinian, Catholic, Lutheran or Anabaptist models
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         • All four approaches have been influential among evangelicals in America

         • But these four approaches differ on how far Christians can or should go, and we will
            cover them in order of degree

I. INTRODUCTION

 A. History

         � Began in the 1960’s in Reformed circles—though proponents claim it is from Calvin

         � Substantial influence among Presbyterian splinter groups and independent Baptists

         � Main voices have been from the Orthodox Presbyterian church

 B. Figures

         � R. J. Rushdooney (a philosopher). Wrote: The Institutes of Biblical Law (Craig, 1973)

         � Gary North (an economist). Wrote: The Sinai Strategy: Economics and the TenCommandments (Institute for Christian Economics, 1986); Dominion and Common Grace:The Biblical Basis of Progress (Institute for Christian Economics, 1987); “Reconstructionist
Renewal and Charismatic Renewal,” Christian Reconstruction 8, 3 (May/June 1988)

         � Greg Bahnsen (a theologian and pastor). Wrote: Theonomy in Christian Ethics (Craig,
1977); By This Standard: The Authority of God’s Law Today (Institute for Christian
Economics, 1985)

         � Terry Randal (the founder of Operation Rescue)

 C. Key Terms

         � “Theonomy” means “God-law”—it designates a position on politics that emphasizes obeying
God to the exclusion (or virtual exclusion) of human authority

         � “Christian Reconstructionism”—is another term for same view with focus on responsibility to
change civil government

         � “Postmillennialism”—is the view that Christ will not return until conditions on earth improve
enough to begin his messianic reign
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II. GENERAL DESCRIPTION

 A. Features

         � Holds Christians are responsible to conform civil government to the law of God revealed in the
Bible

         � Is built on postmillennial eschatology

         � Holds the church has a duty to fulfill the messianic reign of Christ on earth

         � Holds that Christ will return when Christians get the earth in good enough condition for him to
reign

         � Seeks to achieve a radical reform of American society—all civil laws must conform with God’s
laws

        
         � Holds that the Bible should replace the American constitution
        
         � Holds that OT civil law is part of God’s moral law—and therefore (like God’s moral law) is

universal—and therefore (like God’s moral law) continues to be relevant—and therefore (like
God’s moral law) is the ideal norm for American government today

        
         � Holds that all nations will have theonomic government (like OT Israel) before Christ returns
        
         � Holds that Christians must work to change American government into a theocratic system

(through peaceful means)
        
         � Holds that American government should become totally Christian, and that a religiously neutral

system is not only wrong but impossible
        
         � Hold that people who say American government should be religiously neutral are rebelling

against God

 B. Arguments Pro

         � God’s law is universal and unchanging
         
         � God’s law in the Bible is just as relevant today as ever
         
         � Christians understand God’s law better than others and have duty to reform gov
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         � God’s law in the Bible is higher and more important than the American constitution

         � Appeal to scripture:
         

       � Jesus is “ruler of the kings of the earth” (Rv 1:5)
       
       � Jesus is “Lord of Lords, and King of Kings” (Rv 17:14)
       
       � Jesus said “all authority in heaven and on earth has been given to me” (Mt 28:18)
       
       � “Rulers of the earth” told to “serve the Lord with fear” (Ps 2:10-12)
       
       � Kingdom of heaven to grow from a mustard seed to largest of plants (Mt 13:31-33)
       
       � Cannot have more than one master (Mt 6:24)
       
       � God’s law is given so “the whole world may be accountable to God” (Rom 3:19)

 C. Arguments Con

         � Denies that civil law can be distinguished from moral law in OT, when there is in fact a very
clear difference

         � The civil law for ancient Israel, although given by God, was never meant to apply to everyone
on earth (was not issued on universal terms); whereas the moral law, also given by God, was
always meant to apply to everyone on earth (was issued on universal terms from the start)

         � The whole view depends on postmillenial eschatology and falls apart under premillenialism

         � If human nature cannot be perfected by human effort, how can society be perfected?

         � It shifts responsibility for Christ’s return from Christ to Christians

         � Belief in the preeminence of Christ does not mean Christians must demand it for him

         � Jesus refused to use political authority on earth, but theonomists claim the church must do what
Jesus refused

         � It holds the position as the Zealots who were trying to restore theocratic rule, and Jesus clearly
and firmly opposed the Zealots of his day
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         � Paul said all government is established by God even if pagan (not based on the Bible)

         � It shifts authority to rule the kingdom of God from God himself to men taking his place

         � It seeks something Jesus denied when he told Pilate “my kingdom is not of this world . . . [else]
my servants would have been fighting” (Jn 18:36)

         
         � It preempts the authority of Jesus to decide when to initiate and how to enforce political rule
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NATIONAL CONFESSIONALISM

Source: Gary Scott Smith, ed., God and Politics: Four Views on the Reformation of CivilGovernment (Phillipsburg, New Jersey: Presbyterian Publishing Company, 1989).

I. INTRODUCTION

 A. History

         � Israel in the Old Testament had a special covenantal relationship with God by which God held
them accountable and blessed them according to their faithfulness

         � Towns in Puritan New England (in the 1600’s) typically adopted covenants committing
themselves to honor Christ in order to gain his blessing

         � Scotland enacted such a pledge in the Scottish National Covenant of 1638

         � In 1643, Scotland, England and Ireland made a joint commitment, called the Solemn League
and Covenant, in which they swore to serve God as nations

         � In 1864, Reformed Presbyterians (with roots in Scottish Presbyterianism) started a movement
to reverse the secular drift of politics in the United States

         � They formed the National Reformed Association (NRA) to lead this effort, and their main goal
was changing the Preamble to the American constitution from an secular covenant to one
specifically acknowledging of the sovereignty of Jesus Christ over the nation

         � In 1874 and again in 1896, the House Judiciary Committee discussed the proposed
amendment, but refused to pass it

         � The movement was strong in the late 1800s and early 1900s. But the movement lost momentum
starting in 1920’s, and support dropped rapidly after the 1950s

         � The movement’s greatest achievements were persuading the federal government to add “under
God” (in 1954 with Catholic support) and to adopt “In God We Trust” as a national motto
engraved on all U.S. currency (in 1956)
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 B. Figures

         � The Pilgrim Fathers (who wrote the Mayflower Compact)
         
         � The Puritan settlers of Massachusetts (who wrote the Charter of the Massachusetts Bay

Colony)
         
         � William Penn (who framed the government of Pennsylvania)
         
         � Charles Hodge & A. A. Hodge (of Princeton Seminary)
         
         � William Strong (Associate Justice of the US Supreme Court)
         
         � William Edgar (Professor of Christian Ethics at Westminster Theological Seminary)

 C. Key Terms

         � “National covenant”—an official document that recognizes national accountability to Jesus
         
         � “Kingship of Jesus”—conviction that Jesus is already ruling as King over all the world

         � “No King but Jesus”—a catch phrase used for affirming that Jesus is ruling as King of Kings
right now (not just in the future) and that government should officially recognize that right now

II. GENERAL DESCRIPTION

 A. Features

         � Holds that God blesses nations that pledge to honor and obey him
         
         � Holds that God wants all nations to have a covenantal relationship with him like ancient Israel
         
         � Holds that all nations, including the USA, ought to officially declare allegiance to Jesus Christ
         
         � Holds that pledging national allegiance to (or dependance on) God is part of the American

tradition
         
         � Holds that recognizing God’s sovereignty during colonial settlement led to blessing on America
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         � Holds that America has lost divine favor since drifting into secularism
         
         � Holds that Americans should revise the Preamble of the Constitution to specifically affirm that

we recognize the sovereignty of  Jesus Christ over our nation
         
         � Does not seek to replace the constitution with the Bible or to establish an American theocracy

—only seeks official recognition of specific accountability to Jesus Christ (not a generic
Supreme Being)

 B. Arguments Pro

         � God blesses nations that honor and submit to his sovereignty
         
         � Israel is the finest example, and God’s blessing of Israel depended on a nation covenant
         
         � The faithful witness of early Christians that led to the conversion of the Roman Empire on a

political as well as personal level—and we should do the same
         
         � The Roman Emperor, Constantine set a good example of how Christians should honor Christ in

government
         
         � Specific recognition of Jesus Christ as Lord over kings and nations (as well as the church) was

a major part of developing the Western legal system used today

         � Officially recognizing the ultimate rule of Jesus Christ over national government was character-
istic of all Western government until the Enlightenment began introducing secularization

         
         � Increasing secularization of public life in America has resulted in social decline, higher crime and

the general collapse of family life
         
         � Appeal to scripture:
         

         � Jesus has been given “all authority on heaven and on earth.” (Mt 28:18)

         � Jesus commanded Christians to teach all men they must submit to his sovereign
authority and all men includes kings (Mt 28:20)

         � After Jesus ascended he took the seat of ruling authority at the Father’s “right hand in
the heavenly realms, far above all rule and authority, power and dominion, and every
title that can be given, not only in the present age but also in the one to come” (Eph.
1:20-21)
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         � All kings everywhere are expected to fear the Lord” (Dt 17:18-20; Ps 2:10-12)

         � The Bible says “God is the king of all the earth” and “God reigns over the nations”   
(Ps 47:7-8) and he certainly has not given that up

         � God punishes nations (not just Israel) that do not please him (Lv 18:24-28)

 C. Arguments Con

         � The Bible always treats God’s national covenant with Israel as something unique that set them
apart from all other nations—but National Confessionalism treats God’s unique relationship
with Israel as a universal principle

         
         � God’s national covenant with Israel is never made an example other nations should follow and

fail if they do not
         
         � Israel’s national covenant with God was initiated by God, not by the nation of Israel, so

National Confessionalism puts man in the place of God by preempting God’s initiative with
human initiative

         
         � Since the Bible does not prescribe any particular political structure for all nations, how then can

nations be accountable to God for establishing a particular structure like a national covenant?

         � Jesus’ claim of universal sovereignty, including universal political authority over earthly rulers, is
not imposed until his second coming; and if he does not impose it himself, how can we expect
nations to enact a claim he did not impose himself?

         � Jesus and Paul both told Christians to respect existing (even pagan) government, but never told
them to get governments enter into covenants with Jesus Christ
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Southeastern Baptist Theological Seminary

LECTURE 22
Prayer

CHRISTIAN AMERICA

Source: Gary Scott Smith, ed., God and Politics: Four Views on the Reformation of CivilGovernment (Phillipsburg, New Jersey: Presbyterian Publishing Company, 1989).

I. INTRODUCTION

 A. History

         � Proponents say the Christian America approach goes back to the founding fathers
         
         � But the current movement among evangelicals started in the 1970’s caused by the shock of

aggressive secularist, anti-family, anti-church revolution in the 1960’s
         
         � The Moral Majority, Christian Coalition, DeMoss Foundation, Family Research Council and

other evangelical political organizations grew out of this reawakening
         
 B. Figures

         � Francis Schaeffer (in A Christian Manifesto)
         
         � John A. Whitehead (in The Second American Revolution)
         
         � Harold O. J. Brown (in The Reconstruction of the Republic)
         
         � Peter Marshall, Jr. (in The Light and the Glory)
         
         � James Rutherford (The Moral Foundations of United States Constitutional Democracy)
         
         � Nancy DeMoss (in The Rebirth of America)

         � Richard John Neuhaus (in The Naked Public Square)
         
         � Pat Robertson & Regent University
         
         � Ralph Reed & The Christian Coalition
         
         � Mark Noll is an evangelical who denies that America was founded on biblical foundations (See

the Schaeffer/Noll/Marsden correspondence in Discussion #4)
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 C. Key Terms

         � “Founding fathers”—those who first devised the institutions of American government
         
         � “Biblical principles”—normative concepts revealed (but not always stated) in the Bible

         � “Christian foundations”—moral & spiritual convictions essential to living a good Christian life

         � “Christian worldview”—the Christian view of reality and truth

         � “Christian presuppositions”—what Christian faith and practice assumes is true

         � “Generally informed” by scripture—biblical influence without quoting Bible verses

II. GENERAL DESCRIPTION

 A. Features

         � Basic idea is that the United States of America was built upon Christian (or biblical) foundations
that are essential to national success or even survival

         � Believes America can survive only by reestablishing a fundamentally Christian approach to
government and reintroducing Christian values to the arenas of public life

         � Believes an underlying Christian consensus (general acceptance of Christian foundations)
shaped our government design (division of power) and our system of political rights (freedom of
conscience, freedom of religion, freedom of expression, equal value, sanctity of life)

         � Believes America will not survive without maintaining Christian foundations, and if Christianity is
reduced to just one of many (no special status) government will lose moral direction and either
become oppressive (we will lose freedom) or will crumble (will lose integrity)

         � Believes biblical principles were especially linked to the founding fathers’ decision to hold
elected officials accountable to the people, and to limit, separate, and balance the powers of
government (based on a biblical view of human nature)

         � Believes anti-Christian secularism and relativistic humanism have combined to attack and erase
biblical influences from public life contrary to what we inherited from the American founders

         � Believes Americans need to be reminded of their Christian heritage, and vigorous efforts are
needed to restore explicitly Christian convictions that sustain law and government
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         � Believes the doctrine of a wall of separation between Church and State in America is not
constitutional and needs to be ended or at least modified

         � Says Americans should have laws that are generally “informed” by scripture, but does not think
Christians should try to rigidly reenact OT law or turn America into a theocracy

         � Believes Christian politicians (elected through an open democratic process) should be allowed,
encouraged, and expected to apply biblical principles in public decisions

 B. Arguments Pro

         � Christian (or biblical) principles were reflected in colonial charters, the Declaration of
Independence, state constitutions, actions of the early federal government (chaplains for military
and Congress, opening legislative sessions with prayer, national days of prayer and
thanksgiving), and even in the American Constitution

         � Most of the American founding fathers were in fact Christian, and those who were not (Thomas
Jefferson, Thomas Paine) still assumed a Judeo-Christian worldview (believed in a Supreme
Being or Moral Ruler of the Universe)

         � State and federal law granted Christians special status (Chaplains, sent missionaries to the
West, prayer in schools, hired pastors to teach Christian ethics in state schools)

         � Only a Christian worldview is powerful enough to unify America’s diverse peoples

         � Arguments are not  based so much on specific Bible verses but more on applying the worldview
and presuppositions found in what the Bible says about the role of government

         � A good place to find biblical presuppositions on government is in Romans 13:1-7

 C. Arguments Con

         � How can government promote Christianity as the “spiritual center” or “moral foundation” of
national life without making it a state religion?

         � If the American government does give Christianity special status, what version of Christianity
will be recognized? Will any claim to be Christian or biblical have favored status?

         � If not, who will decide what is properly Christian or biblical? Will it be someone in government
(like Hillary Clinton)?
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         � If not a government official, will it be some favored denomination (the Episcopal church) or
theologian (like Hauerwas)? Will Baptists accept consulting the Pope on Christian foundations?

         � Mark Noll argues the American system was never founded on biblical principles, only a system
of compromises for cooperation between diverse peoples

         � American founders established nothing in the governing structure to guarantee religious/moral
conviction—that depends on churches

         � Even if true, the process of change cannot be reversed without sacrificing religious liberty

         � The Christian worldview no longer unifies Americans and will not do so again unless God brings
spiritual revival (not Christians taking initiative in politics)

         � The Christian worldview is unifying only if a majority of people already accept and believe it,
but if not it cannot unifying no matter how true—presuming it will reverses legitimate logic

         � It is impossible to restore a Christian America and still offer all citizens equal status before the
law and equal opportunity in a common system of participatory government without partiality
toward any religious point of view (worldview)

Discussion Questions:

       1. Was America founded on “Christian” values?

       2. Did the founding fathers intend the foundations to always stay the same?

       3. Are “Christian” values actually essential to survival of the American system?

       4. How do you solve the problem (of shifting foundations)?

With political activism?

With worldview change (spiritual conversion)?

Or with both?
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LECTURE 23
Prayer

PRINCIPLED PLURALISM

Source: Gary Scott Smith, ed., God and Politics: Four Views on the Reformation of Civil
Government (Phillipsburg, New Jersey: Presbyterian Publishing Company, 1989)

I. INTRODUCTION

 A. History

         � Began as a distinctive American movement during the 1970's and 1980's

         � Roots are traced back to John Calvin (1509-64), and the political theory of “consociational
democracy” developed by Johannes Althusius (1557-1638)

         � Dutchmen Abraham Kuyper and Herman Dooyweerd developed a political philosophy for
Christians, and this led to the “Christian Democrat” political parties in Europe

         � Evangelicals in America have since developed other versions of principled pluralism

 B. Figures

         � Abraham Kuyper (early 20  c. Dutch theologian)th

         � Herman Dooyweerd (early 20  c. Dutch philosopher and law professor)th

         � Gordon Spykman (Calvin College)

         � James Skillen (Association for Public Justice, in The Scattered Voice & Political Order and
the Plural Structure of Society)

         � George Marsden (Notre Dame)

         � Os Guinness (Trinity Forum, in The American Hour)

         � Probably Mark Noll (Wheaton College) as well
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 C. Key Terms

         � “Mediating structures”—social structures like family, neighborhood, club, church that stand
between individuals and large impersonal institutions like government

         � “Sphere sovereignty”—idea that social institutions have unique spheres of authority

         � “Structural pluralism”—idea that each social institution has independent authority

         � “Sphere universality”—idea that independent social institutions cooperate with each other

         � “Confessional pluralism”—idea that different religions must be accepted in a fallen world

II. GENERAL DESCRIPTION

 A. Features

         � God has established a number of basic institutions (state, school, workplace, church, family),
each serving a unique role with independent authority and responsibility

         � No basic social institution can properly usurp the role or authority of any another

         � But all basic social institutions should cooperate with other basic institutions to achieve common
goals of righteousness and harmony

         � In a fallen world, various religions must be accepted to ensure social harmony

         � While governments derive their purpose and authority from God, they should also ensure that
citizens of all faiths receive equal political rights

         � Governments are responsible to ensure the right of religious liberty for all citizens

         � Governments should protect the right of all faith communities to worship freely, to evangelize
freely, to establish associations freely, and to freely promote their way of life

         � Christians should not claim special privileges or special status in society or government

         � Mediating structures are essential for developing moral character, so the church (as a mediating
structure) is essential for the survival of government

         � Governments should accept the presence of conflicting faith communities within their borders
and not discriminate against people because of the religious convictions they espouse
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 B. Arguments Pro

         � Paul teaches that Christians must accept, respect and obey the authority of pagan as well as
Christian rulers (Rom 13:1-7)

         � Jesus, as Lord of the harvest (Mt 13:24-30; 36-43), tolerates tares in the field of the world until
his angels are sent to gather the harvest at the end of history, and he taught that we must accept
tares as well

         � The state (which is managing part of the Lord’s field) must therefore accept the existence of
conflicting faith communities within its boundaries and safeguard the religious freedom of all

         � Each man by his own conscience is accountable to God for whether he obeys God’s laws or
not—the state is not God and therefore cannot enforce accountability of anyone’s conscience
to God—it can therefore only safeguard freedom of religion and freedom of conscience

         � While the state is responsible to God for managing God-given responsibilities, holding the state
accountable for doing that is up to God, not the church

         � The role of the state is maintaining justice in temporal affairs—national defense, punishing
criminals, rewarding good, fair treatment of the weak and poor

         � Christians should support a genuinely pluralistic society as the only authentic alternative to
autonomous individualism (in the West) and impersonal collectivism (in the East)

 C. Arguments Con

         � How can special status for Christianity not be better for the nation than treating Christianity as
nothing special?

         � Where do the principles in principled pluralism come from?

    — Are they just rules of procedure?

    — If moral, then where do we get them if not from a particular religion?

         � The principles of principled pluralism cannot exist without coming from a religion (worldview)

         � Sphere sovereignty destroys anyone being a moral influence on government
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         � Can government be rigidly neutral between all worldviews (secularism as well as Christianity)

    — There is no middle ground

    — Conceding special status for Christianity assures special status for religious
         secularism if or when positions are reversed

         � If Christian values truly have sustained America until now, principled pluralism seems to give up
ground we have not entirely lost yet

    — Principled pluralism in the pure sense (no special status for Christianity) requires
         erasing practices and expectations accepted as traditional throughout American
         history

    — Would give the ACLU automatic victories trying to erase the influence of
         Christianity in public life

    — Should Christians give up ground we still have?

Pledge of Allegiance

“In God We Trust”

Chaplains for the U.S. Congress (all Christian)

Chaplains for State legislatures (all Christian)

Chaplains in the military (mostly Christian, some Muslim, no Witches)

Opening court sessions with appeal to God

Swearing on the Bible for oaths of office

    — Why give up without a fight?

         � Is principled pluralism fully consistent with a biblical worldview?

    — Jesus did not take political power, but he also told the Roman governor (Pilot) he
         was accountable to God and never suggested that government was religiously
         neutral
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         � Can government be neutral on religion without being neutral on morality?

    — If there is no right morality based on a particular religion, how heterosexual families
         be maintained?

    — How could sanctity of life be maintained?

    — How could government be neutral on the view of those who deny any fixed morality
         and who claim moral duties never apply unless a person chooses them?

         � How would principled pluralism handle:

    — A revival of Mormon polygamy?

    — Aztec human sacrifice?

    — Wiccan witches as chaplains in the military?

    — Planning and performing abortions as a sacrament?

    — Revival of pagan sex worship with religious prostitutes?

         � How exactly would principled pluralism—with complete neutrality between religions and no
special status for Christianity—handle a request to hire religious prostitutes as chaplains for
Wiccan members of the Armed Forces or as a Senate Chaplain?



ETH7620: CHRISTIAN ETHICS & THE STATE Daniel R. Heimbach
Southeastern Baptist Theological Seminary

LECTURE 24
Prayer

FOUR VIEWS OF RELIGIOUS LIBERTY

Resources: John Courtney Murray, Religious Liberty: Catholic Struggles with Pluralism, ed. by
                  J. Leon Hooper (Westminster/John Knox Press: Louisville, Kentucky, 1993)

                  Michael Novak, The Catholic Ethic and the Spirit of Capitalism (Free Press/Macmillan:
                  New York, 1993)

                  Daniel R. Heimbach, “Contrasting Views of Religious Liberty: Clarifying the Relationship
                  Between Responsible Government and the Freedom of Religion,” Journal of Law and
                  Religion, 11/2 (1994–95): 715–31

I. THE NEED FOR CLARIFICATION

 A. Conflict and Confusion from Contrary Ideas

  1. Traditional Catholics & Anglicans v. contemporary Catholics and Anglicans

  2. Baptists v. Anglicans in colonial America

  3. Baptists v. the Orthodox Church in Romania

  4. Baptists in the SBC today—Baptist Joint Committee v. Ethics and Religious Liberty Commission

 B. Confession in the Baptist Faith & Message (2000)
God alone is Lord of the conscience, and He has left it free from the doctrines and com-
mandments of men which are contrary to His Word or not contained in it. Church and state
should be separate. The state owes to every church protection and full freedom in the pur-
suit of its spiritual ends. In providing for such freedom no ecclesiastical group or denomi-
nation should be favored by the state more than others. Civil government being ordained of
God, it is the duty of Christians to render loyal obedience thereto in all things not contrary
to the revealed will of God. The church should not resort to the civil power to carry on its
work. The gospel of Christ contemplates spiritual means alone for the pursuit of its ends.
The state has no right to impose penalties for religious opinions of any kind. The state has
no right to impose taxes for the support of any form of religion. A free church in a free
state is the Christian ideal, and this implies the right of free and unhindered access to God
on the part of all men, and the right to form and propagate opinions in the sphere of reli-
gion without interference by the civil power.
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 C. Not Just One Issue—It involves a complex of issues surrounding the relationship between God,
      government, church and the individual as it concerns spiritual (ideological) purpose and moral
      accountability

  1. Moral accountability of government

  2. The moral purpose of government

  3. Freedom of the Church to fulfill its mission:

   a. To propagate the gospel

   b. To bear witness to the moral and spiritual dimensions of public life

   c. To maintain discipline among its members in matters of doctrine, belief, witness, hiring, teaching
       and conduct

  4. The moral and spiritual accountability of institutional Church leaders

  5. Freedom of individual conscience

  6. The moral and spiritual accountability of the individual

 D. What Religious Liberty Is Not

Religious freedom is obviously not the Pauline eleutheria, the freedom wherewith Christ
has made us free (Gal 5:1). This is a freedom of the theological order, an empowerment
that man receives by grace. In contrast, religious freedom is an affair of the social and
civil order; it is an immunity that attaches to the human person within society, and it has
its guarantee in civil law. Obviously too, religious freedom has nothing to do with the
statute [status?] of the member of the Church in face of the authority of the Church, as if
the Christian could somehow be free from obedience to the Church, which is absurd. Still
less has it anything to do with the statute [status?] of the creature in the face of his Crea-
tor, as if man could somehow be free from the dominion of God, which is even more
absurd (Murray, 141)

Religious freedom means rejecting the opinion that public care of religion necessarily
means, per se and in principle, a political and legal care for the exclusive rights of truth
and a consequent care to exterminate religious error (Murray, 146)
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II. CLARIFYING THE IDEA: Why Liberty? What Liberty? Whose Liberty?

 A. Why Liberty?  Shows two different views ON religious liberty (government responsibility to guard
      and promote moral truth)

  1. Religious-moral idealism (rejects religious liberty)

   a. Only the truth has rights

   b. Error has no rights

   c. Intolerant if possible, tolerant if necessary

   d. Examples: Historical Catholicism, Greek Orthodox, Islam, Communism

  2. Religious-moral realism (defends freedom of religion)

   a. God’s example of tolerating evil

   b. Freedom for higher ordered moral accountability means freedom for sin

   c. Restraining evil (acting with God/realism) vs. destroying evil (acting as God/idealism)

   d. Examples: United States, etc.

 B. What Liberty?  Reveals different concepts OF liberty

  1. Ordered liberty (Anglo-American/biblical concept)

   a. Freedom “for”

   b. Freedom under moral obligation a higher authority

   c. Presumes that morality is objective, enduring and universal (not made up)

   d. Presumes that the authority of the moral source is above and beyond the one who is accountable,
      and is above and beyond the authority of the state
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  2. Autonomous liberty (Roman-European concept)

   a. Freedom “from”

   b. Freedom without obligations or constraints

   c. Simply the absence of interference and limitations

   d. Mere independence from any or all sources of authority

   e. Focus is on lack of accountability and responsibility

 C. Whose Liberty?  Shows different perspectives on authority, responsibility and independence

  1. God’s point of view

  2. The Church’s point of view

  3. The State’s point of view

  4. The individual’s point of view

III. FOUR CONCEPTS OF RELIGIOUS LIBERTY (as concerns religious institutions and indivi-
      duals)

 A. Ordered Liberty for Religious Institutions

  1. Involves matters of association, worship, discipline, and witness

  2. Can be true or mistaken—involves conscience and understanding of what it takes to be faithful to a
       higher moral authority

  3. Involves distinction between belief and action

  4. Serves God, strengthens society, and promotes moral government
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 B. Autonomous Liberty for Religious Institutions 

  1. Also involves matters of association, worship, discipline, and witness

  2. But cannot (by their own terms) be true or mistaken

   a. Strictly relative—a matter of human desire

   b. So not a matter of conscience—obligation to a higher authority

  3. But, can be malicious or benign

  4. Does involve belief (of conviction, not obligation) and action

  5. Serves the self-interests of institutional leaders rather than God, may undermine social cohesion,
      and taken to extremes can lead to oppression of the weak and powerless, and the disruption of
      responsible government
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LECTURE 25
Prayer

FOUR VIEWS OF RELIGIOUS LIBERTY (cont)
III. FOUR CONCEPTS OF RELIGIOUS LIBERTY (cont)

 C. Ordered Liberty for Individuals 

  1. Involves personal dimensions of religious belief and expression: choice of association, worship,
      personal perceptions of right and wrong, motives for conduct and for refraining from conduct

  2. Can be true or mistaken—involves conscience and understanding of what it takes to be faithful to a
      higher moral authority

  3. Involves distinction between belief and action

  4. Thus, involves the principles of a free conscience as well as free exercise

  5. Serves God, generally promotes social stability, and leaves room for prophetic moral witness that
      challenges institutional failures

 D. Autonomous Liberty for Individuals

  1. Also involves personal dimensions of religious belief and expression

  2. Again, cannot (by their own terms) be true or mistaken because:

   a. Relative—a matter of human desire

   b. So, again, not a matter of conscience—obligation to a higher authority

  3. But, can be malicious or benign

  4. And does involve belief (of conviction, not obligation) and action

  5. Serves the self-interests of individuals rather than God, conflicts with Church discipline, and taken
      to extremes can threaten social stability and the disruption of responsible government

  6. Public order requires a balance between extremes: too little liberty foments rebellion and saps social
      energy and commitment to serve the common good; too much liberty leads to injustice,
      social chaos, disintegration of the common good, and the triumph of wickedness
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IV. RELATING THE FOUR CONCEPTS TO HUMAN GOVERNMENT

 A. True v. False Conscience 

  1. The concept of conscience, whether true or mistaken, along with the associated principle of
      maintaining respect for the freedom of conscience, can only apply to corporate and personal
      belief that is under obligation to an external, transcendent moral authority

  2. But government cannot distinguish between true and erroneous conscience [Murray 148,
      151]. So government cannot seek to distinguish between deserving and undeserving types of
      religious institutions or persons within its recognition of ordered liberty

 B. Authentic v. Unauthentic Conscience 

  1. Freedom of conscience does not apply to autonomous liberty because there is, by definition,
      no sense of obligation to a higher, external source of moral authority

  2. Government can distinguish between authentic conscience that submits to higher moral authority and
      unauthentic claims of alleged conscience that merely mask the arbitrary preferences of autonomous
      individuals or groups under no obligation to any authority other than themselves

  3. This means that on matters of conscience, the government can distinguish between the four types of
      religious liberty—but only in a very general way

   a. It can separate between institutions and individuals

   b. It can generally judge the authenticity of claims of conscience, and can partially separate the self-
       determined motives of autonomous liberty from the conscience of ordered liberty

   c. But the best government can do is assess the likelihood of one or the other

 C. Authentic v. Unauthentic Religious Expression 

  1. Government can distinguish between belief and action

  2. But it is not able to distinguish between true or erroneous religious actions

  3. And government can only in a very general way discern between authentic and unauthentic religious
      exercises
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  4. Thus, on matters of religious exercise, the government can only tell very general differences
      between the four types of religious liberty we have outlined

   a. It can easily feel threatened by the concept of permitting a realm of liberty justified by motives it
       cannot assess, whose definition is left to those who engage in the activity concerned

   b. Government can separate between corporate and personal

   c. It can assess whether actions appear to be consistent with professed beliefs

   d. But, since government cannot judge between true and false sources of moral authority (always a
       matter of religion), it therefore cannot distinguish between the actions autonomous liberty and
       those of ordered liberty

 D. Malicious v. Benevolent Action 

  1. But, the government is competent to distinguish between actions and expressions that are benevo-
      lent, benign, or malicious as to their affect upon public peace, order and safety

  2. Because government does have moral mission to punish evil and reward good in so far as it
      concerns its responsibility to maintain justice, public order and safety, it must seek to establish and
      maintain laws and policies that restrain malicious activities (whatever their motive) and that promote
      those that are beneficial to the common good

  3. This means that government can restrain malicious conduct that may arise out of either the
      institutional or individual forms of autonomous liberty, while protecting, rewarding and
      promoting benevolent conduct whatever its source

V. CONCLUSIONS REGARDING MORAL GOVERNMENT & RELIGIOUS LIBERTY

 A. The Limits of, and Possibility of, Morally Responsible Government   

  1. On the limits of morally responsible government, Murray suggests that three principles combine to
      limit the scope of responsible government power. These are:

   a. There must be a distinction between the sacred and the secular orders of human life, and the       power of morally responsible government is limited to the secular order and should not       claim authority over the sacred orderThe power of government does not reach into this higher sacred order of human exis-tence . . . . it is not the judge or the representative of transcendent truth with regard toman’s eternal destiny (Murray, 144)
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   b. There must be a distinction between society and state, and the power of morally responsible       government is limited to maintaining civil order and should not claim authority over the       entire social orderThe purposes of the state are not coextensive with the purposes of society. That state isonly one order within society . . . . To deny the distinction is to espouse the notion ofgovernment as totalitarian (Murray, 144-145)

   c. There must be a distinction between the common good and public order, and the power of       morally responsible government is limited to maintaining public order and should not claim       authority over all aspects serving the common goodThe common good includes all the social goods, spiritual and moral as well as material,which man pursues here on earth . . . . Public order, whose care devolves upon the state,is a narrower concept [limited to the discipline of public law, maintaining standards of public
morality, and upholding justice] (Murray, 145)

  2. Religious freedom under limited government makes morally responsible government possiblePublic care of religion is provided in both necessary and sufficient measure when theorder of constitutional law recognizes, guarantees, and protects the freedom of theChurch, both as a religious community and as a spiritual authority, at the same time thatit gives similar recognition, guarantee, and protection to the general religious freedom—personal, ecclesial, associational, and practical—of the whole body politic (Murray,
146)

   a. Responsible government limits use of coercive power to restraining (punishing) malicious conduct
       and to promoting (rewarding) benevolence (per Romans 13:1-7)

   b. But it should do this in a manner that leaves room for conscience (legitimate or not), and that gives
       the greatest possible latitude to the free exercise of religion (whether authentic or not)

 B. Limits on the Free Exercise of Religion Under Morally Responsible GovernmentFrom a practical point of view, society must have some way of protecting itself and itsmembers against abuses committed in the name of the free exercise of religion. And it isthe function of the state to provide this protection. From a more theoretical point of view,the free exercise of religion . . . takes place in the public domain. It is therefore somehowamenable to regulation by the powers which preside over the public domain . . . . Whencedoes this competence derive? Where are the norms which should govern the action of thepublic powers in imposing limits, in particular cases, on freedom of religious expression?  . . . [T]he public powers are authorized to intervene and to inhibit forms of religious



5expression (in public rites, teaching, observance, or behavior), only when such forms ofpublic expression seriously violate either the public peace or commonly accepted stand-ards of public morality, or the rights of other citizens. The public powers are competent tomake judgments only with regard to the essential exigencies of the public order and withregard to the necessity of legal or political intervention in order to protect the publicorder (Murray, 153)
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THE MANHATTAN DECLARATION:
A CALL TO CHRISTIAN CONSCIENCE

Present and discuss . . .
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Prayer

THE MOUNT VERNON STATEMENT

Present and discuss . . .
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THE ERLC LEGISLATIVE AGENDA FOR 2010

Present and discuss . . .
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MILITARY CHAPLAINS IN THE CROSSFIRE

Reading:

“The Obama Administration Plan to Normalize Homosexuals in the Military”
Proposed resolution for SBC 2010
Orlando, Florida, June 15-15, 2010

Present and discuss . . .


